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This specification establishes the final design of modifications
to the display processor within the EOD-LARSYS system, as speci-




The following documents form a part of this specification:
o User Documentation, EOD-LARSYS
	
LEC-3984 Rev. 2









The purpose of this modification was to develop a fifth
threshold.ing option for the DISPLAY processor of the EOD-LARSYS
system. The new option uses program generated Fisher F-distri-
bution values as the threshold to determine assignment of pixels
to the null (thresholded) class.









with user-supplied (INPUT) threshold values
with "Empirical" distribution of quadratic
aes (program generated) .
with CHI-Squared distribution values (program
The modification for the Fisher F-distribution option was
incorporated into the existing program logic. An additional
routine, FDIST, was generated. to compute the Fisher F-distribution
values. The LARSYS segmentation map (LARSAA) was modified to in-
clude the FDIST routine in the display overlay. Record two of
the MAPTAP file, created by CLSFYI, was modified to include the
number of pixels in each training subclass (KEPPTS(NOSUB2)). The
DISPLAY common block, DISPL, in the proc element CMBK10 was increased,





Changes were made to the following routines in the DISPLAY
processor: CLSFYI, DSPLAY, REDIF3, SETUP3. These various
elements will be discussed in the order of use. Appendix. A
contains a DISPLAY processor flowchart. The program listings
are in Appendix B, in alphabetical order.
3.2.1 DSPLAY
3.2.1.1 Linkage
DSPLAY is called from the LARSYS system executive routine, MONTOR.
DSPLAY calls SETUP3, DSPLYI, ET9TNRS, FDIST, DSPLY2, and PRTFCT.
3.2.1.2 Interi'ace





Prints error message on printer - see Appendix D.
3.2.1.5 Storage Requirements
Storage used: Code = 307 8 , Data = 408
3.2.1.6 Descri2tion
DSPLAY is the driver for the DISPLAY Processor. It was modified
to enable it to test for the FISHER F-distribution thresholding
option and to call subroutine FDIST to compute the threshold














CLSFYI outputs a MAPTAP file. (See Appendix C for MAPTAP format)
and outputs tabular listing on painter.
3.2.2.5 Storage Requirements
Storage used: Code = 1611 8 Data = 4378
3.2.2.6 Description
CLSFYI was modified to enable it to output the total number of
training field pixels (KFPPTS) per subclass on the second record

















Prints list of options selected and diagnostic messages.
3.2.3.5 Storage Requirements
Storage used: Code = 1464 8 Data = 5538
3.2.3.6 Description
SETUP3 initializes the reading of the classification results
(MAPTAP) file and the input processor control card(s). It also
prints a last of the options that were selected and determines
the coordinates of the rectangular areas which encompass the
training or test fields required. SETUP3 was modified, to enable it
4
to read the modified second record of the MAPTAP file, to recognize













REDIF3 reads the supervisor (control) cards in the input cards




Storage used: Code = 1452 8	Data = 5458
"I
3.2.4.6 Description
RBDIF3 reads and analyzes the input processor control cards to
set processor control Tags, The routine was modified to recog-
nize the FISHER option card and in this p or.+;ss, the logic to
test the threshold options was changed because of the increased
number of options. A new Feature was added to limit the threshold
option to be the last one read, in case more than one threshold
option was requested. The FTSHER threshold option includes a
test to assure that the number of pixels for each subclass is
greater than the number of channels, which is required for the















Storage used: Code - 103 5 Data = 1365
3,2.5.6 Description
The FDIST routine computes the threshold values for the FISHER
F-distribution option. FDIST uses the 11 1SHIN routine from the
UNIVAC system's STAT-PACK library 'o obtain the FISHER F"distri,
bution values. The following equations are used to arrive at
the threshold value:
VAR = FISNIN(F(I),Nl,N4$1) __-value returned from FISHIN
Parameters:
F(I) -	 confidence level , for subclass I
N1 = No. of channels
N2 = No. of samples - No. of channels (i.e., KFPPTS(l)-N1)
$1 = overflow condition address return.
FK =	 N+1) N-1)	 where P	 No. of channels
N = No. of samples
TARES = FK*VAR
The threshold values are computed for each subclass. If thy;
FISITTN routine returns an overflow condition for a particular











The POD-LARSYS system of processors operates on the UNIVAC
EXEC2 computer, system. The user is required to set--up an input
deck of cards containing the processor control cards as described
in the LARSYS users document and to submit the deck to the
computer center.
The following processor control card is required to initiate
the F-distribution threshold, options. Changes were made to the
DISPLAY processor operating instructions in the LARSYS user docu-
ment to reflect the addition of this processor control card:
OPTIONS	 FISHER	 Compute thresholds from the FISIIER
*	 F-distribution, using the confidence
levels input on the threshold control
card.
* If the threshold control card is input, one of the four options
(CHI-SQUARE, FISHER, EMPIRICAL, or THRESIIOLD VALUES) should
be input also. If the option card is omitted and the THRESHOLD
card is input, CHI-SQUARE is assumed. If more than one thresh-




Make runs on each of the threshold options including the
"no threshold" option to verify the operation and performance
of the new FISHER F-distribution threshold option, and test the
integrity of the system. In addition the STATS, PLOT, PLT,
OUTLINE and FILTER options are turned on for each run to male
all runs on the same set of data..
The outputs of the five thresholding options are compared and





For 'LARSYS Modification/Fisher F-Distribution Thresholding
This verification is being conducted to insure that the delivered

























VALUES, IF REQUESTED, OR






AND PRINT STATISTICS IF REQUESTED.
PLOTSEMTHRS -COMPUTE EMPERICAL
OR	 YES THRESHOLD VALUES AND/OR


























I+ OP	 Olt ;907 0010
fN15 ►ROC ELEMENT PROCESSEO ON 02 404	 16	 AT	 1693S)i ►
000001 PROC ORIGIN 1 ENTRY Potosi	 1	 C4Od10•	 FCOPV	 1




400006 •	 FLOSY2.FIELO2rYERT1I.FLOSV).FIEL07,VERt^7, ► cT103,
000001 •	 TNRES(60 ),SVMMIM166 ),HIGN160 ),C0 41(60 )
000004 •	 , FL04EV,NOFLO20NOFLO3,40FE12.,FETVC21701
000009 •	 .NOSU62,NDTRFD,TOTVT2,NOCLS;
000010 •	 .4ATN01601,NOCAT.i1LTER,MA ► FMT
000011 •	 rOf5AEY,OESUmI,OfSOIw,CmOp	 ,4CROP,AOTHE4,4TOTAL	 {
000012 •	 .SITEf41,ANALYStO).CAMt10),CR ►dE^.AEPPTSUO)
000017 ENO
000014 /ROC ORIGIN 2 ENTRY POINT 2	 COMTIO•	 FCOPY
000015 C•






000021 C• CATFLG - FLAG	 INDICATING WHETHER	 OR NOT	 CATE60RV PERFORMANCE
000022 C. REPORTS MUST AE GFNEAATEO,
000023 C. CAINAM -	 NAMES OF CATEGORIES.	 READ FRO1 MAPTAP.
00002h C• CLSNAM - NAMES OF CLASSES. 	 READ FROM MAPTAP.
000025 C• SUB'NAM -	 NAMES	 OF SUBCLASSES.	 PEAO FRO-1 MAPTAP.
000026 Co SUACAT -	 SUBCLASS-CATEGORY CORAESPONOENCF VECTOR
000021 C• 4SUACAT(1).M	 MEANS	 SUBCLASS	 1	 RELONGS	 TO	 CATEGORY M)
000028 C• CLSSUR -	 SUBCLASS-CLASS	 CORRESPONDENCE VECTOR.
000029 C. (CLSSUR(IInM	 MEANS	 SUBCLASS	 1	 RELON.+S	 TO	 CLASS	 M)
,may	 ^4 j^i.
	




































	 • TRIGGER	 INDICATING WHETHER OR NOt A MAP	 IS	 t0 At PAINTCO
C• TOtVT1 - TOTAL N0.	 Of VERTICES	 IN INPUT
	
TEST FIELD$,
C• NOS001 - 40. OF SUOCLASSES USED IN CLASSIFY PLUS ONE ' FOA 1HE
C• THRESHOLD CLASS.
C• PCFOKY - ACV INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT OAOU'ND TRUTH PERFORMANCE
C• REPORTS ARE to
 OE MINTED ON A PEA FIELD OASI$.
C• TSTKEV - KEV INDICATING WHETHEn OR NOT 1E51 FIELDS WERE INPUT.
C• TRNKEV - KEV	 INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT TAAINING FIELDS ARE TO
C• OE OUTLINED.
C• THASKV - THRESHOLD KEY
C• =1	 APPLY CHI-SQUARE tWAVSHOLOS
C• Q APPLY EMPIRICAL
	 THRESHOLDS
CO
=1 APPLY USER-IKPUT	 tHRESHOLOS
Co. c4 APPLY FISHER DISTRIBUTION THAESHOLD
N =0 NO THPESMOLOING
•	 Cu STATAI - KEY FOR PRINTING STATS FROG MAPTAP
Co EMPTR$ -	 EMPIRICAL	 THOCS14OLDING FLAG
C• IHRSVA - USER-INPUT THRESHOLD VALUE FLAG
CO PLTKEY - FLAG FOR PAINTING CUMMULATIVE HISTOGRAMS OF QUADRATIC
C• room.
C • OMFLG - FLAG	 INDICATING UHETHER OR NOT A A-MATRIX WAS
C • APPLIED	 IN CLASSIFY,
CO OMCOMA -	 NO.	 OF LINEAR	 COMBINATIONS	 IN 0-MATAIK
C• BMFEAt -	 NO.	 OF	 CHANNELS	 USED	 IN COMPUTING 0-MATRIX
CO CDAIE -	 DATE	 OF	 CLASSIFICATION
C • FL05V2 -	 AODAESS	 IN	 'ARRAY 4 	FDA	 tRAINING FIELD	 INFORMATION,
C• FOR	 EACH	 TRAINtNr, FLED 4	 PIECES	 OF	 INFORMATION	 ARE
Co STORED -	 1=FIELD NAME
C• 2=CLASS NO,
C • 3=SUBCLASS NO.
C• 4 =NO.	 OF VERTICES



































C• EACH TRAINING FIELD.	 FOR EA,., /4414144 FIELD 5 FICCES





C• 92FOINIER	 INTO VERTEM ARR AY FOR VIATIC(S
C • OF	 THIS FIELD,
C• VER162 - ADRESS	 IN	 O ARRAV O 	 FOR	 TRAINING FIELO VERTICES.
Co FLOSV3 - SOME AS FLOSV2 FOR	 TES1 FIELDS
C• FIELD) - SAVE A$ FIELO2 FOR	 TEST FIELDS
C• VERTt3 - SAME AS VEA102 FOR TEST FIELDS
Co PCV103 - ADDRESS	 I% o ARAAY J 	FOR PERFORMANCE	 TABLE.
C• TARES	 - TMAESHOLD VALUES
co SVMMII - SYMBOLS FOR EACH SVACL A5$, 	 PLUS THRESADLD SYMBOL
CO AND OUTLINE $VMSOLS.
C• HIGH	 - TNAESNOLO REJECTION ► ERCENTAGE -	 EMPIRICAL OPTION
C+ CON -	 CONSTANT	 FACTOR	 FROM PROBABILITY	 DENSITY FUNCTION
C• FROM CLASSIFY,	 ONE FOR	 EACH SUBCLASS.
C• FLOKEV - AEY	 INDICATING WHETHER	 GROUND	 TRUTH FIELDS	 ARE
C• ASSOCIATED WITH CLASSES 04	 SUBCLASSES.
C• NOFLO2 - NO.	 OF TRAINING FIELDS
C• NOFLO3 -	 NO,	 OF	 TEST	 FIELDS
C• NOFET2 -	 NO.	 OF	 CHANNELS	 USED	 IN	 CLASSIFICATION,
C• FETVC2 -	 CHANNELS	 USED	 IN	 CLASSIFICATION,





C• NO W D -	 ND.	 OF GROUND TRUTH FIELDS	 FOR WHI,:H PERFORMANCE.
C. TABLES WILL	 BE MADE,	 EQUALS	 NOFLO3	 OR	 40FLO2.
C.
TOTVTI -	 TOTAL	 NO.	 OF	 VERTICES FDA	 TRAINING	 FIELDS.
C. NOCLS2 -	 NO.	 OF	 CLASSES	 USED	 IN	 CLASSIFICATION.
C. RATNO -	 CLASS -	 CATEGORY	 CORRESPONDENCE VECTOR
C• I9ATNO111 -M 	MEANS	 CLASS	 1	 15	 IN	 CATr4ARY	 M1
rr
11-7
194 C• NOCAT - N0.	 OF CATIGORIES,
OOOOIS C• FILTER - FLAG FOR SPATIAL FILTERING OPTION.
000096 C• WFAT - FORMAT FOR OUIPUT RAP TAPE
000011 co DESM - AEV	 INDICATING WACT14EN DR NOT DESIGNATED FIELDS HERE 	 INPUI
000011 CO IJESUNI - 90.	 FDA	 DESIGNATED UY,IDENTIABLE 	 INOSUO2651
000019 Co DESOTM - 00.	 FOR OESIGNATED CINER	 INOSUO2#11
000100 C• CROP - NAME OF CROP FOR WHICH INTENSIVE TEST SITE SUMMARY
000101 co REPORT	 IS TO OE PRINTED,	 CROP	 15 TO AE COM ► AAEO 11ITO OTMEI
000102 C• ACRD ► - ACRES OF	 $ CROP $	- USER
	
INPUT
000101 C• AOTNER - ACRES OF # OTHER #	- USER	 INPUT
00010-0 Co ATOTAL - TOTAL ACRES	 IN CLASSIFIED SEOMENT
000105 C+ SITE - NAME OF SITE (CLASSIFIED SEOMENT!
000106 to ANALYS - NAME OF ANALYST PERFORMING STUDY
000101 C• CAMS - NAME DF PROCEDURE CONFIGURATION USED IN STUDY
000100 Co CAPKEV - AEY FDA GENERATING	 INTENSIVE TEST SITE SUMMARY REPORT




CIIBKIO	 PROCEDURE 12	 NOV	 I$	 111'18141	 0	 01444502	 14	 110	 141E,..",TE
1	 011SISO4	 12	 1
OP ^` //V






0001 001013 100(, 0000 000122 110F 0001 000101 1425
0001 000116 152: 0001 000124 156G 0000 000135 160E
0001 000132 1625 0001 001111 142L 0001 030132,1640
0001 001133 ld)L 0000 000152 1BOOF 0001 001213 163L
0001 000145 2053 0001 001315 200L 0001 000152 204'.
0001 000165 214E 0000 003235 220F v001 001446 230L
0001 000323 211E 0001 003336 2150 4001 000341 3024,
0001 000511 3332 0001 000526 3406 0001 000124 MG
Cool 000132 40o; 0001 GOOT32 4020 0001 000163 416*.
0001 001064 4545 0000 000916 SOF 0001 001142 5025
0001 001216 5365 0001 001305 543G 0001 001312 54115
0000 000103 6OF 0001 0005)1 611L 0001 000401 612L
OOOS R 000326 APR 0004	 1 000100 APRFLG 0006	 1 101013 ASAV
0000 1	 000020 4AO ; 4G 0000	 1 000001 8COFOR 0000	 1 0AjO00 BCDTJO
0006 1	 0000$5 B1F1LE 0004	 1 000003 BMFLG 0006	 1 000056 BM4Ef
0004 1	 000011 CAT%44 0004	 1 000665 CHNVEC 0003	 1 000010 CLSTD2
0000 1	 000021 C4T 0004	 R 0002^1 CON :405	 A 000421 COV
0006 1	 000053 OATAPE 0006	 1 000011 OATFIL 0044 R 000215 DET
0035 R	 000230 DIM 0006	 1 000062 ERIPTP 0006	 1 000063 ERPREV
0004 1	 000312 FLOW 0003	 1 000013 FLDSV2 0003 1 000160 IROUPS
I
1$ 0004 16	 16•	 FOR,• CL5rv1,CLSfV1
ONIVAC IIOi FORTRAN V EKEC 1, LEVEL lSA - I EAECI LEVEL [110100104)
TH15 COMPIL411000 was 013MC ON 03 NOW 16 AT 16135146
- 136.136



































































0006 1 000014 ASAVFL
000 4 1 000001 81COMB
0005 R 400036 BK%XBT
0004 1 000105 CLSSVM
0003 1 000001 COVA92
0006 1 000061 OR1WOS
0003 1 000015 FETVC2





















0003 1 000006 AVARZ
0004 1 001002 BMFEAT
0000 1 000014 C
0003 1 000301 CLSVC2
0.00 1 000902 DASH
0006 1 004966 DRVMAD
000 4+ 1 005311 FLOFSC
0003 1 000566 34PDEX
x.
000) 1 000 .0 ?1 GAPNAA
0000 1 00002) ICLAS
0000 000320 IN)P ►
000) 1 00031% RErPts
6006 1 000064 AAPUNT
0004 1 000664 NOCHAN
0003 1 000005 NOFLOt
tool) 1 000024 NUASUI
0000 1 000013 ARM102
6004 1 000010 $TRTAV
0603 1 000146 SUIPTN
00041 000005 TOM
0003 1 000014 VEATK2
0006 1 Coo?40 N(AD 0006	 1 000051 e1 $F1L 0004	 1 000060 NISSEY 0000	 1 000001 1
0004	 1 00)006 104rAl 0000	 1 0000D ► It 0000
	 1 000411 Ill 0000	 1 000032 Inc
6000 000311 IWO$ 0000	 1 000006 1 0000	 1 000011 M 0004	 1 000400 ACLSAIA
0000	 1 000021 L 0000	 1 000025 LOC 0000	 t 000002 LPN" 0006	 1 000052 AA ► TAP
00011	 1 000011 NCLS 4004	 1 00000? NFILE 0004	 1 000004 NOCAT 0000
	 1 000004 NOCATI
001)	 1 000000 NUcLSt 0044	 1 000414 NOCTCL 0003	 1 000442 %O ffl 0001	 1 000065 NOf14E
0003	 1 000411 40000 000)	 1 000001 NOSUO2 0000	 1 004016 NPLI 0000	 1 0000)0 NSUICL
0006	 1 000010 PAGS12 0000	 1 000012 A 0001	 A 040000 A MOM 0005 A 000021 AMON
4006
	 1 000454 SAYTAP 0005	 1 000000 $CAI 0005	 1 00120 SCAT 0006	 1 000012 $TAFIL
0000	 1 000026 Sto p 0004	 1 000510 SUACAT 0003	 1 000012 SUAu52 0007	 1 000011 $00402
0003	 1 000053 $06YC2 0001 A 040226 SUM 0005 A oGo22t SUATA 0000 1 000010 TfAPF2
$001	 1 000004 T4fVlt 0006























































































Cl .......... ...................... ,........ ........_...................ICL$F0o$G
cl	 ICLSf0060
cl	 CALL...	 CALL CLSFVIICOVMT9,AYEAT9.FLOAt1,RUNMTK,CL$ATK,4PRlOA,
Cl	 OMATA,COVNEU,AVENEY 1
Cl	 ICLSF0000
CI	 AAGS...	 COWS i LOCATION OF COVAAIaYCE M4T4ICFS i SYMETtAlc
cl	 STOAAOE 1 FOR NOCLS2 IAAINII13 4. ASSES.
C1
CI	 AVEMTK t LOCATION OF NOCLS2 TAAININO CLASS MEAN VECTORS
cl	 ( NOfET2 AE445 PER CLASS
CI
CI	 FLOWS i LOCATION OF TAAININO FIELOiS) INFORMATION
CI
Cl 	 CLSMIK i LOCATION OF NAME FOR EACH CLASS
CI
CI	 AFRICA i LOCATION OF APPIORI PROIAIILITV VALUES FOR
CI	 EACN CLASS
CI
CI	 VEATEK t LOCATION OF VERTICES OF SAVED TRAINING FIELDS
cl
C1	 SUOOES i LOCATION Of SUICLASS NAMES
CI
CI	 SU6NO t LOCATION Of ARRAY CONTAINING NO. OF SUICLASSES IN
Cl	 FACH CLASS
CI	 COVNEU t LOCATION USED TO STORE 118++-TRANSFORMFO
Cl	 COVARIANCE MATRICES.
CI
CI	 AVENEY r LOCATION USED 10 STORE TOE 1,4i/-tAANSFORmf0
CI	 MEAN VECTORS.
CI
CI	 IMATA s LOCATION OF THE 11 0/ 1 -1RANSFORhAT10N MATR1t1,
C1	 IF 041 LAILE, FOR APPLICATION TO THE CLASS
CI	 MEANS AND COVARIANCE MAfRICE5.
C1	 ICLSF0100





113 4 ► • CI PURPOSE...
40101 44• ct
40101 49• ci IF AVAILASLCI	 109	 MATAIS	 IS APPLIED
Moll 000 CI
40101 lie Cl ►0 1HE SUICLASS MEAN VECTORS AND COVARIANCE MATRICES,
40101 02• co OITAINS THE tMOOIFIfOl CHOLES1tY 1'ACIORIIATIOM OF THE
00101 S)• CI SUICLASS CQVAAIANC ► MOMICES, PAOVIOE. THE' 'CONSTANT' Or
0010) 04• Cl 109 PROIAIILI ► V DENSITY FUNCTION AND DETCRMINANt FAR
4010) SS• CI EACH SUICLASS, 440 0014thS THE SUICLASS-PAIN THAESHOLOS FOR
04101 060 CI USE IV SUM . COMM	 IN CLASSIFICATION Or INPUT SCAN
0010) SI• CI LINES.	 PUILISHCS AND OUTPUTS ON MAPfAP 	 10E tR41NiNG
00101 040 CI FIELO(S0 INFORMATION ANO W SIAf1STIrS FOR EACH Or tNE
40101 090 CI IRAININO CLASS(S.
04101 600 Cl ICLSm60
Colo) 61* CI RETUANS ... CHOMA V FACTOR12ATION Or THE	 INPUT COV ARIANCE MATRICES
40103 620 Cl IAFTfA	 + 6 0 -1440FOAMATION , r	 IF APPLICA6Ltl,
	
SUICLASS ► AIR
00101 630 Cl THRESHOLD$.	 AND SUICLASS STATISTICS OUTPUT ON MAPTAP.
00101 640 Cl ICLSF0160
041 03 60• Cl ............................. .................... ,...........,........TCLSFO190
0010) 660 Cl......... ... .......................................................... ICLSFO200
00101 6I0 C CLSF4216
00101 640 c CLSr02t0
00103 690 C CLSF0234
0410 14 ► 0• INCLUDE COM69101,1Sf
40104 f 1 • C CI15F0156
00104 Ile C CLSF0430
46104 11• C -- - ••.•"---.... ................... 	 ......... .........	 ....CLSF0460
00104 140 C CLSF0410
00103 14• COMMONIINFQAM/NOCLSt,NOSUI2.NOrfT2.YAR522,TOTVT2,NOFLQ:,
00105 f4• •	 AVAR2,COVAA2,CLSID2,SUI4D2,5URDS2,r[D5V2,VfRT12,
001011 144 •	 FETVC2il01,SUIVCt1151,3U6PTR1t01,&LSVC21601,
0010'1 140 •	 AE ►PTS1601,N0GAP,tiAlyAMi60 ) 0 3400(1161 1.
00105 140 •	 GARCH41611,GAOUPSlI141
00106 140 ENO
MO? 1$0 INCLUDE COM092,LIST
00101 160 C CLSFOSIO
00101 1/• C CLSrOS30
00101 I4• C .....................................................
00101 f9• C CLSrO556
Collo ► 9• COMMON	 ICLASSI	 APArLG,/MCOM4,/MrEAT,6MFL4,NOC4T,THIJI,IDATAI,
00110 19• •	 NFILE,S.ATAY,CAtNAM(601.
00110 190 1	 CLSSYM1601,CON160 ),Drtr601,FLOESC,FLDINFl61.
00110 190 '1	 9CLSNAI601,NDCTCL1601,SUICAT1601
00110 f9• •	 ,NDCWAN,CNNVECO0l
04110 190 C•
OOlil t9• ENO
00112 10• REAL	 CON,0ET,COVMt1(VA4SZ2,NOSU621
00111 61• REAL	 AVEMTIINOPEI2,010SU12),APRhDAlI1,VECt10 ► ,619XAt(1201
00111 020 C
00114 1)• AEAL	 3UM,SUMTR,DUMi601,AE4RORt60).APR,CD414651
00114 14• C
00115 650 PEAL	 RELFRR
00113 16• C
CA115 I?- C .......	 .. ...............................	 ...............	 .	 .... ..
00115 41• C
00116 69• COMMON	 ISCRACH/SCRIl2D0O1,SCR21105901
0011i 90• C
00116 910 C ....... I..........................................................
00116 92. C
OOII6 93• C
00111 14- roUIVALFNCr	 l	 W i ll,	 SCR 11111	 ,	 (	 644 (Oil I ),	 5CAM11	 1
00111 95- C





11411 q r9 C
4411! oo. a	 ,	 4ouA;11,
	
sCAlt1431 ► ,	 {	 Art ► 	 SCR1 1tts ► 	 ►
o 111 t f9• c
stilt 1010 )	 04010444411,SC01(211)10{ Cool I ► ,SCt11t10II
$s tir 141 0 C! •.....r.. ..........................................................
Mir 1419 c
tott4 If%* 6145E01slak CLWIII I,FLOATI{4,/10FLO1 ► ,SWN01 I1,$0loEitll,
6olto 1040 041111 I t Moll ),OhlNolll
folio 105+ C CLSF0140
401!1 1019 OATH	 OCOt ►10/ # t o	 / ,
	
$COFCR/	 + 4 6	 /,	 OASN/	 .... ..i	 /
0011111 lot• Wo	 L08111 0 4	 0l
00425 1000 C CLSF0660





0 012 1 1140 AM	 BA41011 orlCOao,4AFEAT ►
0012E 414• c
$0130 illy ACAL •VENEW { 0000MG,0AFfATI,COVNfW(OMFLG , 4050021
40130 We C
!30130 111• C
00130 114. C ..................................................................
eolae Ito• C
00430 1110, C
0013t 1220 INCLUDE	 COA%A4#LiST
60131 1230 C
00131 124• C
00132 1240 CONAOM/:L00A4/HEA01421.AA ► TA ► ,QATAPf.SAVTAP,InFILE.IM^tE V,
00112 1240 •	 Ntsm'4ltStEV,TRrogm,FAt# to. CAP %c y ,tw u4t,NorILE*
00132 4249 100U+WAR.OAnMOS, ► AGSij,DATFiL,Si^rlL,ASAY,A5Ayi1
00133 1140 END
0 0134 1256 a..... ............................................................
00134 1240 C
0013 11 tale C CLSFOV30
00134 1216 C "MCR AECOAO	 N0, 2 FOR PAPTAP
00134 1210 C
00134 1300 IF (NOCAt	 .GL	 01	 NOCATI	 a NOCAT
00131 131• IF	 1	 NOCAi	 ,Lt.	 0	 1 NGCATI
	
a NOCLS2
04140 1310 WRITE{ AAPTAP 11 CATNAAi I I, {	 1,N pCAYi ► ,I CLSMT14 1 1, 121,NOCLS? ► ,
00140 1339 1	 4 SUAN01 11, 1t I ADCL$1 ,151140FSI 1 1.1s 1, NOSUR2 1,
00140 1349 2	 ItFLOAT/{I,11,Iz1.41,1a1,NOF1011,11VfAIt" 1011ri=1021.
00140 1334 3	 JaI,TOTVT2 lot SUICAf411,Is1,NJSU0t1,ICL	 VC14I?.
00140 1360 4	 131,NOSUO21,{ 4ATNO411.1z1,NOCLS21,lIEPPTS411, 	 ONEY
00140 1310 4	 121,116SUO21
	
*NEW
00140 134• C CLSF011000-1
00140 1390 C WRITE Oil	 TRAINING FIELD	 INFORMATION
00140 140• C ...................
	 O
00140 I44• C CLSFOA04
00220 1430 65	 FORMAT4311, 660 7	 CLASSIFICATION STUOV
	 •••	 AAPTAP	 F{lE	 ^,5tl,it/! ►
00221 1430 10	 CALL yRiF^D4FLDllit,VERTEt,NOFlp2,1,Ct5MTt,SUiDEii
00221 144+ C
00221 145+ .
00221 1460 c PU4LIS94 INE CLASSES AND CHANNELS IWI1.4 SPECTRAL IANO1 TO K
00221 1410 C CON510FRED	 IN CLASSIFICATION.
00221 148• C
00222 1490 WAITEI6,,IFAO1
00224 150• WA1Tr16,45i NFILE
00221 1510 WRttE41,201
00231 152• 20	 FORMAT#	 1//1T2T, 0 5U5CLASSES	 CDVSIOE A ED',T40,'JHANNfLS
	
0pVS10EAED^
00231 I5]• 'A	 ► AI,1 A , , Its. , TRAINING 	 ACCO44
00231 154• •ITION'1
00232 155• It : NJIUa2
:^
eA ``f





11.1 3 IS60 it	 1	 II	 ,Lt.	 Nor[r1	 1	 II	 >	 NO!^E12
0023S IS?-	 ' 00 30	 1=1,11 CLsrosso
00240 1S80 YAITE 46.400 CLSFOI90
00241 1SS• IF	 11	 .LE.	 NOSUI2 ) 4RIFE16,30 tCLSSYM( 1 P.SUIDES( 1 1,404104('1 l
00250 1600 IF 11	 .LE.	 NOFET21 61AIM6,60)FfTVC211),C144VCC(II
IO2SS 1610 30 CONTINUE CLSPOI94
002s1 1620 40 FORMAT( +	 0 ) CLSF0130
00260 1630 SO F04MAr1+•+,T23rA1,T33,A6,T45,F1.41
60261 1640 60 fORMATI+n+,T11,I2.T143.I2)
00261 165• C CLSF1120
60261' 1660 C SAVE AND PUILISN THE MEAN AND COVARIANCE CLSF1130
00261, We C ._..,	 -------------------------------------------------------------CLSF1140
60261 1600 c CLSFIISO
00261 1690 C
00261 1106 C IF I -MATAII	 IS AVAILAOLE,	 TRANSFORM TOE COVARIANCE MATRIX AND
00261 111• C MEAN VECTOR
00241 1126 C
00261 Ira• C
00262 11,4 • TEMPF2 = NOFET2
00263 Ir5• IF(	 IMFL G .LE.	 0)	 GO TO 611
00265 Ir6- 00 610 NCLS=I.NOS002
00216 try* 00	 605	 R=I.IMC01I
00213 IT$* MOR102 =	 (	 R	 • (0-1)	 )12
0621% Ir10 DO	 603	 C=1.A
402rr 100• 1	 _ 0104102 •	 C
00300 1014 SURT'A = 0.0
00301 III• DO	 602	 J=I.NO>ET2
0030♦ 1630 SUR = 0.0
00305 104- co	 601	 Km1,NOFET2
00310 1450 11 =	 1	 4	 •	 ( K-1)	 1!2	 •	 J
00311 106• IF(	 J	 .:T.	 K 1	 11=	 1	 0 .	 1 J • 1 t	 112	 •	 K
00313 101• 601 SUIT =	 SUM •	 SMATR(A.K)	 •	 COVMTKIII,NCLS)
00315 t88• 602 SUM M =	 SUMTA 6	 INATA(C,J) • SUM
00111 101• 603 OKKIIBT(I 1 =	 SUMTR
OC321 190• SUM = 0.0
00322 111• 00	 604	 j:1,NOFET2
00325 1126 604 SU4 =	 SUM .	 IMArA(R.J) • AVERTKIJ.NCLSI
00321 193• VEC(A) =	 SUR
00330 1944 635 CONTINUE
00332 1956 DP	 606	 J=l,1,
00335 1960 6i,• COVNEN(J.NCLS) =	 OKKKBT(J )
00331 19r• 00	 601	 J=l.SMCDMO
00312 118 • 607 AIENEY(J,N,CLS 1	 =	 VF.CI J 1
00344 199• 610 CONTINUE
00346 200• VARS22 =	 BMVLG
00341 2010 110FET2	 =	 IMCOMB
00350 202• 611 CALL	 CLSFIA(COVMTK,AVEMTI,VAR$12,NOFET2,NOSJd2)
00351 203• CONTINUE
0051 0044 C
00351 205- C OITA(I(	 TOE	 SUBCLASS-PAIR	 TNRESNOLDS,	 FOR	 USE	 SY	 CLSFY11CONTE!
00351 206•
00351 201- C
00352 200• IF	 (NOCAT	 .GT.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 612
00354 2090 NPLI
	
=	 1,0FET2	 •	 1
00355 210• CALL	 TOREiN(NOSUB2.NOFL'T2,NPl1.APR1,101,11VFATK,C?I^Tf,DF.T.^4«^Z2,
00355 2116 1	 SCR2(1),SCR2(901),$CR2(I801),SCR2(1831),SCR2(ld611,
00355 2129 2	 SCF2(2F91),SCA1(TNIJI))
00)56 )13• 612 CONTINUE
00356 214• C
00356 215•
00351 216- NOFET2	 =	 TEMPF2
00360 21 ► • RETURN
00360 2100
No 212• C 000	 940 _ CLSFVI	 •^•
00360 2200 C
00300 2216 c ....... . .T-._A-•-._..._W .................................... ......
00)60 222 • C
00360 223 0 C
00360 2240 C IIIIERNAL SU6491)(94E CLSFIA
00760 M 0 C
00360 224 0 c
r9,
V.w
00360 221• C y•^
^000360 220• C
00361 2210 SUBROUTINE CLSFIA(CDVMII.AVEMTI.VAASI2,NOFET2,NOSUO2 ► ),`.	 v
00261 2300 c
0036% 2310 INTEGER	 VARS22 71^•
r+T00364 2320 C
00365 2336 REAL COVRTIIVARS22,N(7: IB2I,AVEMTtINOFET2,NOSUB21
00366 2)40 111	 a	 0
00366 2)5• c
00366 2)6 0 C
00366 23hll C
00366 230• 6 .......................................................................
00366 239• c
00366 240• C OUTPUT
	
THE ORIGINAL	 COVARIANCE AND MEAN MATAII(	 AFTER d-TRANSFORM
00316 241• C IF	 I-MATRi1	 AVAILAOLE) FOR ALL	 SUBCLASSES,	 ON THE CLASSIFICATION
00366 242• C RESULTS OUTPUT FILE, 	 RA ► TAP
00366 243• C .
00366 2440 C ----------------------------- - ---------------------------------
00366 2,450 C
00366 2460 C MEAGER RECORD,	 40,	 3 FOR MAPTAP
00366 2410 C
00361 2400 NRITE(RAPTAP)	 ((COVMi111rJ1,1=I,VAR512 ► ,J-I,NOSUB21.
00361 249• •	 1(AVEMTI(I,JI,1=1, Nor( T21,J=I,NOSU621
00361 2500 C
0040 ► 2514 BAOFLG = 0
00401 252• C
00 ,410 2536 IF	 4STATXV,E0.01	 GO	 TO	 I00 CLSF1100
00412 254• CNT	 1 • (503•? • NOFfT21 • l(NOFET2•ll l /121 CLSFIIOO
00413 2550 CNT	 : PAGST1/CNT CLSFI200
00414 256• INC a	 CNT CLSF12IO
00415 251• 00	 110	 ICLAS=I,4OCLS2 CLSF1220
00420 2500 NUMSUB o	 5-JBN041CLASI
00421 259• 00	 120	 I1= IINUMSUII
00424 2600 111	 c	 111	 •	 1
00425 261• IF	 (INC.LT.CNI/	 GO	 TO	 100 CLSF1230
0042T 2620 WRITE	 (6,NEAO) CLSF1240
00431 263• YOITE(6,65)NFILE
00434 264• 65 ORMAT(31, 1• 0 0	CLASSIFICATION	 STUDY	 •e•	 MAPTAP	 FILE
00435 2650 INC c	 0 CLSF1260
00436 266• 100 CONTI;4uE
0043T 261 ► YRITE(6,1101	 CLSMTI(ICLAS),SUADFS(1OI)
00443 268• 110 FORMAT(// +	CLASS	 =	 A&/ ,	SUBCLASS:	 1 ,A6	 1
00444 269• 00	 140	 LOC:I,NOFE12.12 CLSf1290
00441 210• STOP	 :	 LOC411 CLSF1300
00450 211•' IF(	 STOP	 .GI.	 NOFC12	 1 STOP	 a	 NOFET2 CLSF1310
00452 2120 ,if' 61RITE(6,1501(	 AVEMTI(I, III ),IZLOC,5TOP1
00461 2130 150 FOAMAT( 1 0	 MEANt',31,12F4,2)
00461 214• C
00462 2150 IF(	 BMFLG	 ,GT,	 01	 GO	 TO	 161
00464 2F6• YRITE(61160)
00466 211• 160 FORMAT(//'	 COVARIANCE MATRIX;,$
40461 21B• GO	 TO	 162
00410 219• 161 WRITE(6,16111
00412 280• 1611 FORMAT(/0	 COVARIANCE	 MATRIX	 (B.TRANSFORMFOI	 %'I








4 202• INC a	 INC61	 CLSF1410
00411 213• In CONIINut
00411 204• 110 CONTINUE	 CLSF143:
00411 R09• C CLSF144
00411 2060 C
00411 Role C	 00TAIN THE " M0IIF110"	 CHOLESKV OfCOM►OSITION OF THE COVARIANCE
00411 RIO• C MATRIO FOR EACH SUBCLASS, 	 THE DETERMINANT,	 AND COMPUTE THE
00411 Roof C CONSTANT	 +1	 TEAM OF THE PROBABILITY OENSITV FUNCTION
00411 2900 C	 s -2 • LOG 0111 •	 LOG OETEPMINANTIIi	 ,	 WHERE 0111	 IS	 THE
0041? 2910 C &PRIORI PROBABILITV VALUE FOR SUBCLASS	 t
00 ,411 2929 C
0041? 2930 C POf a 0111 • 1	 OET111 66 -112 	 • E e0 - 1 12	 • 11-06	 • K 09• 1	 • 11-MI	 1
00411 8140 C
00411 295• C LOG POf a -112	 f 1	 CON • 11-14I0	 • $•f-1	 • 17-MI	 1
0041? 2960 C
DOW, 291 0 C
004TI 2900 C
00501 219• 110 00 195	 4CLS= I,NOSUO2
00501 3000 c
00501 301• C TRANSFER ORIGINAL COVARIANCE MATOI9 	 TO TEMPORARY flOAAGE t	 COV	 1
00$01 M. C
00504 303• 00	 101	 1.1,V44522
OOs01 3049 161 COV111 :	 COVMTIII.NCLS ►
OoSo/ 305• C
0050 ► 3060 C OBTAIN THE '+MODIFIED "	 CHOLESAV FACTORIZATION OF THE
00501 3010 C COVAAIANCE MATA11
00501 308+ C
00511 3090 CALL NCNLSKI	 COVMTKII.Nf,LS1.	 NOFE12,	 CUP.	 DMAICISI	 1
00511 3106 C
00512 311• IFI	 OEilNCLSI	 ,GI.	 0,01	 GO	 TO	 163
00514 3129 YPITi46,16001	 NCLS.	 OET(MCLSI
00520 313- 1000 FORMAT ► //// $ 11 1•0000	 CLSFVICLSFVI/CLSfI A ---	 THE	 COVARIANCE	 MAI
00520 314• IRIN,FOR	 SUBCLASS	 40 1 .14. 0	IS	 EITHFA	 SINGULAR	 OA	 NOT	 POSITIVE	 OEFIN
00520 3150 RITE' // 	 351,'OETEPMIN4NT	 ='.F20.4///51, + 9 . 9 ••	TERMINATING PROGRAM
00520 316• 3	 EIECUTIOV	 96000'	 1
00520 31fe C
00521 318• BAOFLG a 99
00522 319• GO	 TO	 Iis
00523 3200 183 APR	 c	 40 0 100 4 00rLS)-•-2
00524 321• CONINCLSI a	 ALOGI	 APR	 • OEilNCLSI	 1
00524 3229 C
00524 323• C
00524 324• C OBTAIN THE RELATIVE ERROR OF FACTORED MATRIX	 1	 RATIO OF
00524 320 C EUCLIDEAN NORM OF DIfFEPENCE, 	 I -LOS-	 ,	 TO EUCLIDEAN NORM OF	 1)
00524 326• C
00525 32TO PEPRORINCLSI --	 RELERAt	 COVMTI(I,NCLSI,COV,NOFET2,VARSZ21
00525 320- C
005Zs 329• C
00526 330• 145 CONTINUE
00526 33t• C
00526 332• C ERROR	 TERMINATION,	 IF ONE	 OR	 MORE SUBCLASSES	 HAVE	 AN	 INVALID
00526 333• C (SINGULAR,	 00	 NGN- POSITIVE	 DEFINITE)	 COVARIANCE	 MATRIX
00526 334• C
00530 335• If(	 BADFLG	 ,GT.	 01	 CALL	 EMIT
00530 3360 C
00530 331• C
00530 338 • C
00530 3316 C
-------- -' -------	 ------------------------ -	
------ -............
00530 310. C OUTPUT	 THE	 (	 MODIFIED	 I	 CHOIFSAY	 FAPTORIlAt1ON	 OF	 THE
00530 341- f COVARIANCE	 MATR I X, 	ON	 THE	 CLA551i1ICAT1ON	 DIITPIIT	 FTIF,	 MAPTAP
00530 342• C ------------------------------------------•-----------------------
00530 34)0 C
00530 344 • C
I
No 3450 C HEADER RECORD	 40, 4 FOR "Aplop
005,10 3460 C
00532 341• 61RIl(I MAP TAP I 	 14COVMT911,l1,Is1OVARS12),3ai,NOSUB2),
00532 7440 •	 )COW 11.I-I,NOSUIII,IofI(I).1sI,NOSUR2)
40553 3,496 IF	 (61414Y.E0.01 GO	 TO 230 CLSF1520
001555 3500 CUT	 a	 13	 0	 IS02 • NOFET21	 •	 IINOFET2011)/t2)
00556 351• CRT a ►AGSIZICNT CLSFIS40
00551 3520 INC a CNT CLSFISSO
00551 353• C
00560 3154• 111	 a	 0
00561 3550 00 210	 LaI,NOCLS2
00564 3566 MiU§CL a SUGN0(LI
00565 351• 00 210	 1=I,NSU4CL
00510 358• fit	 =	 111	 0	 1
00511 359• IF	 41NC,LT.CNT) GO TO 200 CLSFIS(O
00513 3600 WRITE	 46,04EA0) CLSFIS40
00515 3610 PRIM 6.651NFILE
00600 3620 INC a0	 ` CLSF1600
00601 3636 200 NRITE16,220)CLSMTIILI,L,SU4OES( III ),III,DET( III ),CON( III I
00611 36'1• CALL	 11RIMTVtCOVMI$41,1111.%OFET2,RCOFORI
00611 3656 C
00612 366• 61RITE16,205 IRERROR4I111
00615 ]614 205 FORNATII9,' ► 6 RELATIVE ERROR	 (	 EUCLIDEAN NORM 4K- LOL-$/EUCLIOEAN
00615 368- INORM	 K	 1	 ='	 ,	 FIS.4	 //	 1
00615 3646 C
00616 310- INC a	 INC-1 CLSF1430
00617 311• 210 CONTINUE CLSF1640
00622 3426 220 FOAAATIIHO//	 TSO.'MULTISPECTRAL	 CHARACTERISTICS 	 FOR". / 	 T51.46,
00622 3130 1'	 l	 CLASS',17,'	 1',/TS6,4,'	 I	 SUACLAS	 " 13,'	 )'//
00622 314• 2	 1640. 4 0E ► ERMINANT	 ='.F2S.4	 /	 IHO,	 ' ► ROR.	 DENSITY FU
00622 3150 24CTION -	 CONSTANT	 TERM=',F10.4//	 IHO,'COVARIANCE	 MATRas	 (CHOLESKY
00622 316• 3	 FACTORIZATION)	 /'	 /	 1
00622 311- C
00622 3180 C 9
OC623 314- 230 CONTINUE
00621 3d06 C
O+624 381- RETURN
00625 3820 ENO CLSF1130
END OF COMPILATION: 	 NO 01AGMGSTICS.
CLSFYI
	
SYMBOLIC	 16 AUG T ► 	 14:14:24	 0 01555112	 14	 301	 IDELFTE
CLSFYI CODE	 RELOCATAOLE	 16 AUG 16 14 :14124	 1 OIS61520	 48	 1 IOELFTf




UNIVAC 1106 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL ISO -1E9ECB LEVEL E12010010A1
THIS COAPILA110N WAS DONE ON 63 NOV 16 AT 16136120
S1
C-
C-	 TEST THRSKV s 4 FOR FISHER F-DISTRIBUTION THRESHOLDS








STORAGE USED% CODEfII 0003011 CAT4101 0000401 BLA%4 COMMONI21 000000
COMMON BLOCKS%
0003	 DIS ► L 001461
















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOGK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 000031 IOL 0000 000000 IOOF 0001 000127 30L 0003 001342 ACROP 0003 001351 ANALYS
0003 001343 AOTHER .	 0003 001344 ATOTAL 0003 000510 smcona 0003 0305rl GMFEAT 0003 000561 6AFLG
0003 001354 CAM 0003 000000 CATFLG 0003 000001 CATNAM 0003 0005r2 COATE 0003 000016 CLSNAM
0003 000440 CLSSUG 0003 0010r5 CON 0003 001341 CROP 0003 001360 CRPKEY 0003 001336 OESKEY
0003 001340 OESOTH 0003 00133/ OiSUNI 0003 1	 000564 EAPTRS 0003 001115 FETVC2 0003
	
1 0005 f5 FIELD2
0003 1	 000600 FIELO3 0003 001334 FILTER 0003 1	 001111 FLOKFV 3003 1	 7305 ► 4 FLOM 0003	 1 0005fl FLOSV3
0003 001001 HIGH 0000 000020 IN Jr: 0003 001231 KATND 0003 001361 KFPPTS 0003 001335 MAPFMT
0003 001333 NOCAT 0003 0012.36 NOCLS2 0003 OOIIf4 NOFFT2 0003 1	 OOIIr2 NOFLO2 0003
	
1 00111 1 NOFLO3
0003 000554 NOMAP 0003 001233 NOS052 0003 000556 NOSU83 0003 001234 NOTRFO 0003 000557 PCFOKY
0003 1	 000602 PCT103 0003	 1 000566 PLTKEY 0003 001345 SITE 0003 000563 STATKY 0003 000364 SURCAT
0003 000713 SU6NAM 0003 0002(0 SUANO 0003 000611 SYMMTt 0003 000603 THRES 0003
	
1 000562 THRSKY
0003 000565 THRSYA 0003 001235 TOTVT2 0003 000555 TOTVT3 0003 100561 TRNKEY 0003	 1 000560 TSTKEY
0003 1	 000516 VERT92 0003
	
1 000601 VERTU




























































































































......................... .... .... .......ISU ►30090




CALL,.	 CALL DS ►► AVIAAAAV,fOr/
CI	 ISUP30130
CI	 ARGS..	 ARRAY - S FE 4 IIONTOR . 	ISU ► 30140
CI	 TO ► 	 - SFE -MONTOR 0 	ISUP30150
II UP30160
CI	 PURPOSE..CODPDINATES ROUTINES FOR DISPLAYING CLASSIFICATION
CI	 MAP AND PERFORMANCE TAMES,
CI	 ISUP30230
C1------------------------------------------------------------- 	 ISUP30240
CI-----------------	 -----	 _.-----.------	 -- _---ISOP30250
C
	




	 SETUr3 WILL READ FIRST 2 RECORDS F.AOM MA ► TA► , AND CALL PEDIF)
C .	 TO READ IN CONTROL CARDS. ALL OF THE PARAMETERS IN CPMMON BLOCK
co
	
OISPL APE INITIALIZE BEFORE PETURNING TO THIS ROUTINE IN ADDITION
C•
	 TRAINING AND/0A TEST FIELD DEFINITIONS WILL OE STORED IN -AARAV'
C•
COMMON/ p lS ► ^/CATFLG,C A IN AMI ♦1 1, CLSNA ,1f 61 1, SUeN A M161 1, SUBNO(60 1,
•	 SUOCAT(i0 ► ,CLSSUA(60),NORAP,TOIVT),NOSUB3,
•	 ► CFOKV,ISTKEY. TANK EV,TNRSKY,5TATKY,EMPTRS,T,(RSVA,
► LTKEY.BMFL3,AMCOMS.BMFEAT,COATE(21,
•	 FlDSV2.FIEL02,VEPTt2,FLDSV),iIELDJ,VERIK),PCTIDJ,









CALL SETU ► 3(ARRAY,TOPI
C•
C•










EMTHRS COMPUTES AND PLOTS THE HISTOGR AM OF THE QUADRATIC FORM
C•
	










•	 ARRAY4YERT93 ► ,NOFL031
IF(TSTKEY.NE.1 )"ALL FITHRS(A8 RAY I Fl D5V2), A RRAY( F ► ELOZ 1,





-,	 6 $1• -C- TEST	 IMRSAY i	 %	 FOR FISHER	 F-DISTAI6UTION	 TNRESMOLOS •NEW
60116 S46 C- CALL FOIST TO COMPUTE AND STORE TMAESMOLOS •NEW
00126 S3• C. •NEW
00121 t64 (FITMRSRY,[Q.ti1 CALL FOIST *NEW
OO121 $1• C. •NEW
00121 Si• CO
00121 St• C• OSPLYI PAINTS TOO( MAP ANO CALLS PCT TO GUILD PERFORMANCE TAGLES.
00121 600 Co
00171 610 CALL OS ►LY2(AARAYfilOSV2 LARRAY(i1E1021iARAAY•YEATt2 •^
60111 620 •	 ARAAYIilDSV7^^ARAAYIiLELO7I^AARAVIYERI171.
00171 630 •	 AARAYIPCTI01"t,l
00111 brj. C•
00131 650 C• PATPCT PRINTS fME PERFORMANCE TA6LES
00131 660 C•
0013: 6I0 7FfTSTREY.E0.11CALL PRSiPCTIARRAY(FLOSV3),ARAAV(FCT•01),NOFLO31
0013% 660 IFfTSTREV.Nf.11CALL PRTPCTtAAAAV(FLOSY2),AARAV(PCTIO3),NOFL021
0+1136 640 RETURN
0013Y TO• 100 FORMAT(/ #	 • •DISPLAY •• -	 FIELD!, MUST	 GE DEFINED FOR	 SUBCL A SSES FOR
0013• /1• • EMPIRICAL	 TMRESNOLDS,11
00140 T26 ENO SU ► 301%0
END OF COMPILATIONt NO	 014340STICS.
OS ► LAY SVASOLIC	 14	 AUG	 It	 18115106 0	 01/00162	 Ir	 66	 (DELETE
OS ► LAY	 CODE RELOCATAGLE	 16	 AUG It	 14115106 1	 01.02016	 36	 )	 (DELETE




















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TVPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0000 000101 IIF 0001 000005 1190 0001 000013 IISC
0003 001342 ACROP 0003 001351 ANALYS 0003 001343 AOTHEM
0003 000511 BMFEAT 0003 000541 BM FL; 0003 001354 CAM
0003 OOOS12 COATE 0003 000016 CLSNAM 0003 000460 CLSSUB
0003 001366 CMPKEV 0001 001336 CESKEV 0003 001340 DESOTH
0000 R 000000 F 0003 001115 FETVCZ 0003 000515 FIEL02
0004 A 000000 FISHIN 0000 R 000100 FK 0003 001111 FLCKEV
0000 A 0000 ► S FS 0003 001001 HIaN 0000	 1 000014 1
0003	 1 001367 KEPPTS 0003 001335 MAAFMT 000) 001333 NOCAT
0003 001172 NCFLO2 0003 001173 10F1.03 0003 000554 NOMAP
0003 001234 NOTRFO 0000	 1 000076 NS 0003 000551 PCFOKY
0003 001345 SITE 0003 000543 STATKY 0003 000364 SUSCAT
0003 000611 SYMMTII 0003	 A 000603 TOMES 0003 000562 THASKV




63 Nov 16	 IIr
*NIVAC 110! FORTRAN V EAEC It LEVEL 254 - ( [AEC$ LEVEL [12010010A)







































00101 1• SUOROUTINE FOIST
00101 2• C-
00101 3• C- ROUTINE TO USE FISH TO	 GET	 IHRESHOLO VALUES
00101 4• C-
00103 S• DIMENSION F'401




00104 i• C- NOSUB?
	
o	 NUMBER OF S)OCLASSES





00105 12• COMON/OISPL/CATFL5,ZAT4AM(61 ).riSNAM1611,S110NAM(61 ),SUBN01601,
00105 12• •	 SURCAT(631,GLS548(60),110MAP.tOTV,3.NOSU83r
00105 12• •	 PCF09Y.TSTKFV, TAN9EY.THAS9V,ST4TKY,EMPTRS,THSSV4.
OGIOS 12• •	 PLTKFV.AniL,,,OMCOMS.BMFFAT,COATE(21,
00105 I,2• •	 ilOSY2.FIEl02,VERTI2;FIDSY),i{ELO)rVERTr),PCT{O3.




wS	 I2•	 •	 ^fLOrEY.NOFLDt.NOF^03.N0FET2^FEfVCtt301
OOIOS	 12•	 •	 ^NOSUIt.NOfI1f0^fOTVT2rMOCLS2	 '
90105
	 I2•	 •	 ^RATNOf101^NOCATii1lTEP^11A/f11f
OOIOS	 120	 •	 ^0[SRIY.OESUNIOESOtN,CRpI ACRD ► ,AOiM[R.A ► OT AL
00105	 Its	 •	 •SITE141.ANALYST)1,CA11110).CMREY,R[ ►1tS160)	 •MEY
00106	 12•	 ENO	 ••-1
00101
	 13•	 00 10 121,40SU62
001!2	 110	 10 ftIIs1-iNA[5111
00112	 1S•	 C.
Gotta	 160	 C.	 NI : NUMIER OF SAMPLES






11•	 C-	 COMPUTE TWSNOLO VALUES USING FISHER F-DISTRIIUTIQN iUMiION
00111,`	 200	 C-	 '
00114	 21•	 00 20 121#405UI2
00111	 220	 F1 • IE ► PTS11)







00121	 21•	 VAN: FISN IN( F(I),NOFET2,NS.1151
00121	 2I•	 C-




00123	 31•	 TNAES11) a FA•VAA
00123	 324	 C-






00124	 31+	 C-	 TNRESNOLD WILL AE SET TO 999,999 IF OVERFLOW OCCURS 114 91501T1,
00124	 31•	 C-




11•	 11 FORNATl61, # FOIST- OYFPFLOW CONDITION IN FISMIN AOJTINE.i,1A SUACLAS



















[	 SIG DSPLAM•OIS ► L-•LOS►IYI,OSPLY2,SETUI^rE(1TNPS,I►RT^C/,i01Sf)
I, $LP $8MtSCPACN
t. ALK PASSrCLASSrOISIL,iSLrDYN^Li,GACALPrSiAASE,STCALP,TP^LCM
11. 5[G #ONTQP-A-•4 A, C,0,[,i,G,N,II
♦, A SIG •4fAI[RO,CRDSTA,AtrGP ► SCM,i4MTiLD1
S. Ai SIG IIE0SAV-S4Vi1L-CLSCNA-PEO04f
A. A SIG NiST^GPAYII►-GPCALA= • 4 SETU►S,SETUTArNISTGq,/l:fl
f, C SEC STAf-SIAASE^Sf Nl!-•iSETU11,C11
1. Cl SIG L[AA0iN-•4CLSSPCrCOVAARl
1. 0 SIG CLSIV-ANfR[-SCPACN-CLASS-•I DA,OI,SETI(121
10. OA SIG CLSiYI-IICNLSR-TMPESN-PALSY-GGG-GJP-RELEPR
it. 01 SEG CLSFV2-CONTEI-CATGAV
12, E SIG 0$PLAV-DIS/L^ • 4DS1LYtr 05 ►LV2,SETUIa,ENTMRS,PRfPCT,i015T1
12, i SIG SELECT-OIVERG-TRACE•COLINV-i ► -CSC-DVw1L^t••1i2,/pELINys
► i. E2SRCNrWMR ►LC,iw,US^RIN,GENRPT,EVLiE1r/LOT1
IS. it SIG GTSTAT-EVALSF- • I AV 
ED 
IV, TO ND IV, ANTC040,I Ali' LSI
16. i2 SIG	 SETUN-04WGTSCN,WGICNR,/PTFLDI
1T. 1 SIG DATATP^ TPSTAT-TPALCII-iPANSf-iLOATR ••lP7Ait+AT,TPNIST,LNTPAN,4
IA, SETUP1,ItATPAN,S[TU/1rTRArtTt1
11. Fri SIG OAYIDN-•IOAVDNI,OAVDNtrOAVDNy1
20. C SIG ISOCLS-/PINT-RONEAN-)ASS-•(SETUIT,ISDDAT,CDVARI,1
it. TWAITE*PCNST ► ,CNAIN,POOATA,DSTAPEI
22. N SIG SIGCIT
NAP LCC IIQ y 003 ►







LARSAA	 SVt1A0LIC	 IA AUG 16 14117Ew1
	 0 01 ,451660	 14	 22 (OFLETEDI
LARSAA CODE
	 PROCESSED RAP	 16 AUG 16 litI3:41	 1 Ot0 0352 tAi6	 1 (DELETED)
62	 O;rt,r122	 It	 1
o




UNIVAC 1106 FORTRAN V (NEC 11 LEVEL 25A -I9KEC0 LEVEL 91101001041
THIS COAPILATION WAS 00 #41 ON 01 100V II AT 16136145
*1113,153












C-	 CHECA FOR FISHER 04 FILTER
349 COL.-COL•1
MxN1TCNg1F.ARD2rCOl1
IFIA,EO.'L'1 00 TO $990







00 3995 IzI,N.'SUA2	 r,a. Ie	 !^+k
	
r











1io• FOARA W 00660	 FiSM[A ► MA[S00.0 BCOUESr[O+NOT ► EAFOAnEOi,/^01^
V... 40. SAAFM FOR	 IS LESS TMAN OA MAL
a TO NUlNEA Or CHANNELS Is i r IW1',I1
3i1S CO y rINU[	 1











C-	 &YPA55 If NOT EQUAL TO 1 00 2.
C-
IFITH4SAV.GT.2 ► GO TO 010
C-
SU&FOUTIME PEDIF)	 E VAY POINT 0014)1






















STORAGE A35IGNACAIT IOLOCOt TVPC *















0000	 000 236 0211
0000	 000211 653F
0001	 001252 165L
0003 0 001343 AOTHEA
6003 1 000510 Want
0000 1 :00040 C
0003 000000 CATFLG
0003 1 000076 CLSNAA
0604 1 000031 COMFNf
0003 1 001366 CRPKEY
cool	 001340 DESOTO




0001 1 000000 FIND
0000 1 000064 G4PTA
4004	 00005r N1SF1t
0000 1 000110 1CA
0000 1 000100 It
0011 1 000000 LA.READ
0004 0000 164 MAPUMT
000) 1 001236 NOCLS2
0000 1 000055 NOW
0000 1 000111 NV
0000 1 0;0012 PCCLKV
0003 1 00t345 SITE
0000 1 000113 SU31NO
000) 1 Oo01 ► 1 SY,4MTt
0000 1 000056 THASYM
0004 000061 IKiDAn



































0003 1 000460 GISSUO
0000 1 000052 COMMA
0004 00005) DAtAPF
0000 1 00005? DFSSYM






0000 1 000022 1NF
0000 1 000102 1
0000 1 0004ft LGaSUT
0000 1 000106 M2
0003 1 001114 NOFETI
0001 1 000554 NDMAP
0006 1 000000 NIT CON
0003 1 000551 PCFDKV
0004	 004012 STAFIL
0003 1 000173 $054401
0000 1 000115 rEST
0000 1 000059 TKWO
0003 1 000561 TANKEY

























	 000224 94 1 4 E
0004	 000314 ASAVFL
000+	 ;;145 Wit[




0009 1 ;30331	 a






0034 1 ;73031 HE01
0000 1 ::3013 1
0000	 00001E 1401.
000)	 201231 KATNO
0000 1 :SIorT n
0000 1 '+00114 NAME
000+	 ,50005 NJFILE
0003 1 931133 N1SUO2
000 14 1 5.)552 OPT
000)	 .+54'2 PCII03
0003 1 073563 STATAV
0003 :5.210 S,SND
0003 k S33o13 TWAE$
0003 1 :.51er THSCNT






















0063 R 001342 &CROP
0003 A 001144 ATOI AL
0003 1 000561 AMFLG
0000 000)60 CARD$
0005 R 000000 CHIN










0004 1 000021 HE02
0000 1 00010) 151T
0000 1 000001 INTAPE
0003 1 001361 1tEpPtS
0003 1 001335 MAPFMT
0000 1 000105 NDF.GA
0003	 001112 NOFLD2
0001 t 000536 NOS06)
0000 1 000046 OPTNUR
0003 1 000566 PLTOEY
0000 1 000063 STDPFG
0000 1 000062 SYMCNT
0003 1 000562 rNASKV
0403
	 OO1214 TOrvT2





















000; ' 001351 ANALVS
o0wo 1 000051 OLANR
0004	 000056 OnKEV
0000 1 000312 C4002
0000 1 000112 C01NO
0000 1 000016 Gat
0003 1 001341 CROP
000) 1 001336 DE54EV
0004	 000066 ONOMAD
0004 000062 EKIPTP
1003 1 0013)4 FIL'IFA
0010 1 000000 FLTNUM
0003 A 071001 H1vH
0000 1 000104 IC
0000 1 OOOIOr IPT
0000 1 000061 L
0004	 000OS2 MAPTAP
0003 001333 NOCAT
0001 1 001113 NOFLO3




0000 1 000074 SYnnAt
0003 1 000565 tHR5VA
0003 1 000555 T0TVT3
0003 1 000560 TSTXEV
0000 A 000000 1






00105 4• IMPLICIT	 INTF"FR	 fA.H 2 O•.1 RED30050
00105 S• Cl................... ........... .....z......__.. .................. ........1AEO30060
n .
Is 6• Cl ............................................... ......................IAE430014
g alls 1• 91 IREDIO244
00105 0• Cl PURPOSE.. RS405 AND ANALVIES 501ERVISOR CONTROL CARDS IRIU30250
00105 to Cl IOM	 '	 UISPLAV + IRE014260
00105 109 CI 11110302/0
00105 11• Cl INCO30140
00105 12• CI ...................................................................... 1AE010)00
0010 9 130 Cl ..................................................................... 100030110
04105 14• C AE030320
00105 IS+ C 0E030330
00145 160 C RE030340
00103 Ile C RE030350
00106 Ito EQUIVALENCE	 (NE01tI),NEAD(31), 	 I DATE( I),NFAD(is)), PE030560
00106 I1• 1	 (NE Olt 11,N(AO1201)1(COMENTII)rNEA0t3211 4E030540
40146 2o• C ACO30400
001 06 21• C ................................................. I ................ AEO10610
00(01 220 INCLUDE	 CM014I4,1,I51
90110 22 0 COMADWOIS ► LI CAI fLG , CAINA M (61I«CL$NAM ( 61),SUONAM ( 61),5V6N0(601,
00110 220 +	 SUICAT(641,CLS5U0(601,NOMA ► ,10iVI3.NDSU63,
00110 22• •	 /Cfady,TSItEV,TANKCY ,tNRSKV.SIATKY,EM ► TA5,INRSOA,
00110 22• •	 ILIAEV.IMFLO,IMCOM$o$MFEAt,COAtE(2 ► ,
00110 220 •	 ►IOSVt,fIEL02.VFATC2,FLOSV.3,FIEL03,VFAT^), ► CIlp3.
00110 22• •	 1MAES(60),SYMMI9(66)1N15041601,CONt601
00110 216 •	 ,iLDKEyrMOiLD2,NOflD3rN0ifT2rfETVC2L10)
00110 229 •	 ,NQSUI2rNOTAPO,TOTVT2rNOCLS2
00110 220 •	 ,%AINO(601,NOCAI,FILTFR0AAPFMT
00110 226 •	 ,OESKEV,DESUNI,OESOTN,CA01	 ,ACROP,AOtNFR,ATOi6l
00110 22• •	 r$ITE(41,ANALV5(11,CAA1101,CAPICMItE ►► TS1401 •NEta
40111 22• ENO 6:•l
00112 234 REAL NIG400114
00113 240 REAL	 ACRD ► .AOINEA,ATOTAL,A
00113 250 C RED30120
00114 26• REAL TNAES
00115 2740 DATA	 INTAPEI5I
00111 200 DIMENSION WSW41,2001,T5IfLO(5r1001.TSTVFR(VDIAIt
00111 29• •	 0► T(141,COMYEC(2),INF(11
00117 30• 3rCOpI60(101,E000OM131,CARO2(621,C,AADItdO)
00111 3'1 • 4	 ,	 COMENI 110 1, 	 DAIS( 2 ),	 WED 1( 10 1,	 NCO? 	 10 ► AED)0110
00111 32• C AED301I0
00120 33• DATA D ► illSyM10l','S(1E'.'O/IIDN',+TNRESA',+6NALyS'r'COMnEN'.
00120 34• •	 'NEDI	 4 , 0 NE02 1 , 0 0 A TE	 r' ► RACED',jACAEAO'.'•ENO•	 ',
00120 35• •	 'fOAMAT1.+CAO ► '1
00122 36• DATA	 O ► INUM/12/.EHO6CD/'.FND • 'I,tNSACO/ 1 10495'1,4LAN9I'	 'l.
00122 310 l	 COMMA/','/,COOICO/'	 +,+5','p'.' ► ','N'o'E'o'C+.'t'o'il!
00122 360 2	 FOUCOM12,4s','.'/,	 COMVEC/l,'.' / RED30130
00(22 34• C 4E030640
00133 40• DATA
00133 41• I	 'E','i','G''M',•(•,•J'r'4'r'L','M'r'N'r'0'.' ► 'r'0'.
00133 420 2
00133 '43 3 '.,,...,r•,,.;,,,.,,;,,1000111,' >','t'r'1','(',':'r
00133 44. •	 .(. ,,	 ,,,(,,.	 ,,IN.,.,,, r..,.	 .	 /
00135 45• DATA	 TANSYM,TST ry fl,DU ► S yM,TNA5YM / +• ', ' • ',':','	 '/
00142 46• DATA Of5SVM00+1
00144 41• DATA	 C,L/'f','L'/
00141 4d• INCLUOF	 CON446011SI
001$0 4d• COMMON/ iiLOIAL / NEAD ( 421.MAPTAP.DAYAPF,5AVIAP . 4yFILF , AM4Fy.
00150 4d• •	 ,(IifIL,041$9CY,IRF()RM,IaIPTP,(AP4i0.MAPUNT.NOFIIr,
00(50 rB• •	 OPUMAD,OFnaOS, ► AC^SII,DATfILrp,TAFIL,A^A1.A$4yPl
00151 rd• END
00152 r9• EQUIVALENCE	 ( CARD2 ( 1 1, CAM I I I 11 RED30db0
00152 50• C REO308T0
00152 St. C .................. ............................ .....................RED30880
00152 52• C --	 -. ..........................._.____--..---	 ----	 ... ....... Arn3om
Jil l $3 0 C 11(0)0900
00152 $9• C	 1411 A1030910
00151 5S• C	 ..................................................................RE030920
OOl52 S60 C 4[030930
00:53 S1• 19APi19T	 • 0
OOIS4 S60 NOMAPS1
OO ► SS 510 FILTEOXG
cot S6 60• TN4SYA z 0
0015 ► 6l• EN► ToS = 0
00160 62• SYMCNT = 0 RED30940
00161 63• TNRSKY:O
00162 64• STO ►ia = 0 RED30950
00163 650 GAPTR z 0 NED34960
00164 66• Mn.elP	 0 NED30410
00165 61+ NOTRrO	 0 PED30100
00166 61• TY:E=O
00141 69• L'3 ► KEY:O
00110 10• TNSCNT=O 41030990
00111 11• OESKEYz0
00112 /2• TSTCNT = 0 PED31000
00113 I3• LOGSWT z 0 RE031010
00114 T4• PCCLRY =	 1 41031050
00119 150 00 6	 I:I,SYMMAI RE031040
00200 160 TNAES(1) =
	
0 AED31010
00201 I ► • 6 CONTINUE
00203 11• NOFLO3o200
00204 19• SYMMAK=60
00205 100 10	 CONTINUE
00205 01• C RED31190
00205 62• C RED31200
00205 63+ C	 READ	 IN SOPfAvISOA	 CARDS RED31210
00205 14• C	 ------------------------------------------------------------------REO31220
00205 150 C PFD31230
00206 1&- 15	 READ(INTAPE,1041	 CODE.CARD1 RE031260
00215 II. 104	 FORMAT	 146,411,62A11 RED39210
00216 1/• if	 WAITF(6,304)	 COOE,CAAD1 NED31280
00225 896 304	 FORMAT	 (T1,A6,4K,61AI1 RE031240
00226 90• 19	 COL	 =	 0 RED31300
00227 91• 00	 20	 1=1,14
00232 92• 20	 IF(OPT(II	 .EQ.	 COOFIGO	 TOt100,200,100,40±,600,/IOr/20,130,
00232 93• •	 140,160. ►► O,000,750, ► i0),1
00235 94• GOTO	 1500 RED31340
00235 9S• C AE031350
00235 96•. C	 GET SYMBOLS 0E0313LA
00235 91. C	 ------- ---- -----------------------------------'_------•-------- ---RED313/0
00235 98• C RED31300
00236 99. 100	 IF	 (	 SYMCNT	 ,GE,	 SYMMAK	 1	 IiOf0.10 AEO4090
00240 1000 SYMCNT :	 SYMCNT-! RED31400
00241 101• S9OMT9(SYMCNT) :	 (LANK RE631410
00242 101• M *	 MITCNR(CAA02,COL) RED31420
00243 103• IF	 !	 M	 ,EO,	 BLANK	 1	 GO	 TO	 10 ME031430
00245 104• IF (	 M	 .EO,	 COMA) GO	 TO	 100 RED31440
00241 105• SYMMtK(SYMCN7)	 '	 CARD2ICOL) RE031450
06'250 106• 110	 M --	 NiTCNR^CAR02,rnLI RED31460
00251 101• IF	 t	 M	 .EO,	 BLANK	 )	 GO	 TO	 l0 PEOI14TO
00253 108• IF	 t	 M	 ,NE.	 COMMA	 1	 GO	 TO	 110 RED31480
00255 109• GO	 TO	 100 RED31490
0025$ 110• C.
00255 111• C.	 SITE NAME
00255 112• C.
00256 113• 700	 RFAO(30,201)SITf
00264 114• 201	 FORMAT(cCY.4An1
00263 115• GO	 TO	 10
^^ 4n.-,.	 - a i
L)
Is '"'• C ACO31090
00265 111• C SCAN	 OPTION CARD AE031406
00265 115• C ........................ RE031110
00265 1190 C RE031920
00266 1206 300 M z	 MITC144ICAR02,COL1 REO11930
00261 1210 00 310	 T%1,1
00212 1226 349 IF IM .CO.	 COO&COMI GO TO 110,340,760,]00,7^5.]iS,
00212 1230 • 79F,390,3991,1
00215 1246 315 WRIT146031S2 1 	CODE,	 CAR02
00304 1250 3152 FORMAT41/11 SM, 006 --	 OSPLAY/REOIF3	 ---	 CROOK	 IM	 "OPTION'+ CA
00309 1260 too "."//SIr2N"',A6,4Mr62A ► ,2H""i/511,"••••	 SCAN	 OF	 THIS	 CARD OIS
00304 121• 2CONTINUE0 ---	 PPOCEEDING	 TO MELT	 CARD	 ••••"	 ///1
00105 M. GO TO 10 PED31980
00'105 129• C --------- AF032050
00305 130• C RED32060
00306 131• 340 STATRY :	 1 01032010
o"l01 132• GO TO 310 AfO32060
00101 133• C --------- NED32000
00301 134• C PE032100
00310 135• 360 TONKEY	 1 RED12110
00311 1341 GO TO 790 4ED32120
00311 131. C --------- ME031130
00311 1300 C RE032140
00311 1394 C RE032150
40312 140• $60 M:MKICHP(CARD2. COL 1
00313 1410 IFIM.EO.CIPCFDKY.I
00315 142• IF(M.ED,LIPLTKfY%I
00111 143• GO TO 710
00311 144• C	 - ----
00311 145. C
00320 146• 365 110MAP=O
00)20 141• C ......... REP321FO
00320 148• C REO]2160
00,121 149 • 390 M z F IND(CARD2, COL, V0UCM I 4E0321 40
00322 ISO• IF	 T	 M	 .LE.	 0	 1	 GO	 TO	 10 RE032200
00124 151• (o0	 TO	 300 41032210
00324 152• C
00324 153• C. •- SET	 TNOE54OLD KEYS FOR fMPERICAL	 TNRESHOLOIN;,TURN O WAS OFF -NEW
00321 154• 345 THRSVAmO •NFW
00326 155+ EMPTAS:2 •N(W
00321 156• THRSKVc2 9•-1
00730 1510 GO TO 740
00330 Ise+ C
00330 Ise• c ---------------
00330 IAO- C
00330 161• C. --	 SET	 TNRfSNOLO KEYS	 FOR	 CHi	 SOUAPE	 THRESHOLDINS.TORN OTHfAS	 OFF •NEW
00331 1620 391 CMPTAS=O -NEW
00332 163• THASVA-O -NEW
00333 164• THRS4Va1 -NEW
00334 165• GO TO 340 •--t
00)34 166• C
00334 161• C ..............
00334 166• C
00334 169• C- --	 SET	 THAFSHOLO	 KFV5	 FOR	 INPUT-VA(t1E	 THAC5HOLOIhi.['aAN	 OTHCAII OFF -NEW
003)5 17G• 346 EMPTRSO -NEW
00336 M. TNRSVAe3 -NEW
00331 112- THPSKY-3 •--I
00340 113- GO	 TO	 340
00140 114• C. CHECK	 ►'OA	 FMSHEA	 OR	 FILTER •NEJ
00341 115• 349 COL--COL-1 .NE•W
0034,", I16•. M=NITCHR(f,ARD2,COL ► -NEW
00343 11?. IP(M.F9.1L'1	 GO	 TO	 3990 -NEW
00345 1169 trm ro .'$ 1 1 60 TO 3991 -NEW
X16°
1 1140 GO	 To 311 •MEW
00250 160 • 7910 FILIERsI *NEW
00351 IEI• 60 To 306 •NEY
00151 172• C. •NEY
00152 1170 7951 lose •NEY
60257 164• 00 2191	 I s 1,NOSUs2 •NEY
00354 165• IF11tEIP1Sl11.Gf.NOiET21G0 	 TO	 2995 *NEW
00240 1664 IF4111.0.61GO	 TO	 3165 •NEY
00262 161• WAITE44039921 *NEW
00344 1660 2992 FORMAT(I00,11 M -NEW
00345 1490 19*1 •NEW
00366 190• 3992 4111°116,319411,41 ► If SrNOF[T2 *NEW
00314 1919 7994 FOOMAT4 0	 00000	 FISHER THRESHOLD 11E0UESTEO-NOT IERFORMEO 1 ,/.61, *NEW
00216 1920 11... 40.	 SAMPLES FOR 5U6 CL A55 1 r1 4 r°4 s 'r14. 11	IS LESS	 THAN OR	 EQUAL *NEW
00314 1920 2 TO NUM5E4 OF CHANNELS 1 = 1 ,	 14, 1 0,71 •NEY
00311 1940 3915 CONTINUE •NEY
0 0 401 19114 IFIIM.EO.OIGO	 TO	 3496 •N(W
06403 196• YRITE46,3992) •NEW
00405 1910 GO TO 390 •NEW
00405 1960 C- •NEY
00405 199• C-	 -- SFT THRESHOLO REVS FOR 	 FISHER	 IHAESHOLOING,TUAN OTHERS OFF -NEW
00404 2000 2994 EM/TAS-.O •NEY
00401 201• THN$VA-O *NEW
00410 2020 TNRS4Ys4 *NEW
00410 2030 C- _ •NEW
00410 2040 C- •NEY
00 ,411 2050 60 TO 390 60`1
60411 206• C RE032220
00411 201• C READ	 IN THRESHOLDS 01072230
00 ,111 2060 C ........................ RED32240
00411 2094 C MCO32150
00412 210• 400 CONTINUE PCO32240
00413 211• 1	 :	 SUMMA•-TNSCNT RE032210
00 ,414 212• TNSCNT	 s	 TNSCNT#FLTNUMICAAD2, COL, THRES4THSCNT,11,11 NE032280
00415 213• GO TO	 10 AE032300
00415 214• C REO32310
00415 215• CO
00415 216• C• ANALYST NAME
00415 211• C.
00416 116• 600 REA0430,401)ANALVS
00424 2190 601 FOAMAT(101,3A41
00425 220• GO	 TA	 10
00 ,025 221• C RE032430
00425 2220 C COMMENT RED32440
00425 223* C ---------	 ------------- RE032450
00425 2240 C RED32460
00426 225* 110 RFAO (30,4496) COMFNT RED32410
00434 226* 9496 FORMAT	 IIOC,1046) #1032460
00435 ?.1- GOTO	 10 RED32490
00435 226• C RE032S00
00435 229• C "E01 R(0325iO






00435 231• C RE032530
00436 232• 120 READ	 4301999/)	 HFOI AE032540
00444 233 0 GOTO	 10 AE034SSQ
00444 234• C RED32560
00444 235• C HE02 RE032510
00444 I36* C ------------------------ RED32580
00444 231• C RF.D32590
00445 2300 130 READ
	
170,44961	 HFD2 RET^+7h00
00453 239• 40TO	 10 RE032h10
00453 2400 C RE032620




013 . 242 • C	 I ....................... E032440
00453 241• C :1032650
00454 244• 140 READ 130,9990) care 111032660
00462 245• GO t0 10 :1032610
00462 246• C
00462 24f• C MAP TAPE FORMAT
00461 240• C ---------------------
00463 249• 150 A s %%TCMR4C4R02.COL1
00464 250• IF	 I	 A ,EO,	 IMU	 1	 AA►FrrT = I
00466 2518 IF (	 A	 .CO.	 (ML	 )	 MAPFMt -
	 2
00410 252• IF (	 A	 .EO.	 IM	 1	 MAPFAT -	 1




00412 251• to PROCEDURE CONFIGURATION TITLE
004 ► 2 254,1• C•
0941) 2590 160 READ430.9940)CAMS
4,0416 2600 GO TO 10
00416 2616 C•
00 ,474 T620 C• ACAEAGE
004T6 2630 C•
00477 2640 ?TO A: 411CHO4C4002.COL1
00500 265• IF(M.EO,OLAN4130	 t0	 10
0OS02 2660 IF(M.EQ.COMMA)u0 	 to	 110
00504 261• )-FINO(CARO2.COL,E000OMI
00505 2680 IF(J,E0,2)GO	 TO	 Fri
00501 2690 WRITE161rT21
00511 2109 Tr2 FORMAti'	 •ERROR	 IN	 ACREAGE	 CARD
	
CARD	 14404CO-1
00512 2r1• GO	 TO	 10
00513 212• 173 J	 :	 FLTNUM(CAA02,COL,U.1)
00514 2r30 IF(A.EQ.'T''lArOTAL=t
00516 2740 IF(M.EO,'C')ACROP	 -I!
00$20 2r5• IFIA,EO.'0'IAOfMERet
00522 216• GO	 TO	 Ito
00522 211• C.
00522 278• C. INTENSIVE StUOV	 CROP	 NAME
00522 274• C.




DOW 2840 CAPM	 •:I
00530 285• rot FLOIIOIr.6,CROP	 ):FL0(0,6,M)
00531 286• IAIT-IAIT#6
00532 287• IC=IC•1
00533 288• IF(IC,GT.61GO	 TO	 10
00535 284• A:NATCHR(CARD2.COL1
00536 290• IF(h.EQ.9LAN4)5O	 TO	 10
00540 291• GO	 TO	 181
00541 292• 800 CONTINUE
00541 .293• C.
00$41 2940 C. •END•	 END OF	 CONTROL	 CAROS,-
	
NJJ FIND
	 CHI-SQU A RE	 THRF$HOLOS,
00541 2950 C. THEN READ	 IN	 TEST	 FIELDS
00542 2160 IF	 ( Y MSCNT	 ,EQ.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 830
00542 241• C. IF	 THRESHOLD$	 WERE	 INPUT	 wltHO'IT	 OPTION -	 ASSUME
	 CHI-SQUARE
00544 2980 IF(IHRS9Y.FQ.OITN4SKY-1
00546 2940 NOEGR -	 NOFFr2




IF	 Nor	 EQUAL	 TO	 1	 OR	 2.
00541 3030 L-











3060	 s0 415 111110NOSU42
	












7100	 026 YPIIE/604111 AI.TMP[S/A11
	
00165	 7110	 431 FO4M4T1// $ •++ A 104PESNDLO VALUE IS OUTSIOf THE ALLOWABLE RANGE 0
	
00161	 712•	 • - 1. T1IE4EFOPC l I'	 MO THRISHOLOING 16AS BEEN DONE IN 10415 PUN
	
40161
	 3130	 00940 .1S.FIS,S //l
	
40566	 3140	 TNPSrV s 0



























]25-	 IFIICS.EO.-3160 TO 145
	



































00616	 3360	 TSTFLO(S.NDFLO]I= IPI
	DOW	 331•	 IPT=IPT • 29NV


























00626	 ]4S+	 IF(TYPE.E0.21GO TO 1400
	
00630	 346•	 TV ► Eal
	
00631	 341-	 401 FORMAT4I5I.A61
	
00412	 3,48.	 00 057 Ia10N05U67
	








352•	 -CLASS FROM 104E MAPTAP FILE 001
	00644	 153•	 CALL CRCAB
	











00641	 M-	 C.	 CLASSN4Rc CARD
	
00641	 359•	 C.
00650	 360-	 060 PE60130.AS1lNAnE




00656	 363-	 00 061 l=I,NOCLS2
00661	 364-	 04l IF(N44£.EO.CLSU4M(t1)a`O TO 063
00664	 365•	 W41TE(6.062)NAME
00661	 366•	 862 r0;MATl • - FRAOR ON CLASSNAME CARD • '.46,  ONES NOT MATCH A CLASS N
00661
	
361-	 -ARE FROM TAC MAPTAP FILE -1)
f`




SIROL pttp Car p - SSISS2
SEW
[y
L0 361• CALL CMERR
00611 3610 163 CLSINO.i
006/2 310• 1USIN0s0
00613 311• GO TO 190
00613 312• C•
0003 3130 C0 OESIGNAT(0 FIELDS
00611 3 ► r0 C•
00614 3150 065 REA0130,04111EST





60 lot 3110 lF(T(ST.EQ,'OTHEf4' 	 1CLSIND:N0SU83•S
00111 302• 60 TO 140
00111 363• C•
00111 3840 C+ $END•	 - ENO OF TEST OR DiSIGNATEO FIELDS
10111 3850 C•













00122 39S• SYMMT%1NOSU63.31z'1U ► SVM
00123 3966 SYMMT9140SU83-41:01SSVM
00124 3914 SYMMTt(NOSUA3651s0E'iSYM
00124 398* C RE033210
00124 3990 C GO NOME RE033220
00129 r00• C ----------------	 -------------------'----------------- -------------41033230
00124 4016 C 01033240
OG125 4010 RETURN 41033250
00125 403• C ME033Z60
00125 4040 C ERROR	 ROUTINES RED332PO
0 0 125 40S• C -----------------.------------------------------------------------- AE033280
00125 406• C 01033290
00126 40P• 1400 WRITE46,14000)
00130 408• 14000 FORMAT( 0	TEST	 FIELDS	 AND	 DESIuNATEO FIELDS	 CANNOT AF	 INPUT	 104ETNE
00130 409• •4a/1
00131 4106 1500 WRITE	 (6,150021	 CODE,	 CARD2 ME033300
00140 411• 15002 FORMATI/It,A6,rt,b2Ai/'
	
INVALID	 CONTROL	 CARD-CHECK SPELLING OF KEY
00140 412• • WORD-)
00141 413• GO TO 10
00142 414• END RED33330





16 AUG 76	 ► 4:Ids05





16 AUG 16 11:1805	 1 02336024	 36	 1 (DELF1







UNIVAC 1104 FORTRAN V WC 11 LEVEL 254 -IFIECi LEVEL 1120100104)
TM $ COMPILATION OAS PONE ON 03 NOV 16 AT 16131100
-40,40
•	 .(R AT NO( 11,1 at, NOCLS?IM EOPTS(IIr1-1,NOSUA21
-100
C-
C"	 TEST FOR FISHER




	 TEST FOR FISHER
IF( TMASRY. Ea. 41 ORIfE(6,4IT)
C-
C-










0004	 DIS ► L 001443

























STORAGE ASSIONM64T 46LOCOo TVPfo ALLATIVE LOCATION, AAMC)
0000	 00011• If	 0001	 000041 IOL	 6001	 001025 102L	 0001	 001096 IGIL	 0001	 001010 IOSL





000250 225 1.	 0001	 000255 2310	 0001	 000262 2350	 0001	 000261 241G
6001	 000215 245G	 000 ► 	 000303 2SIG	 0001	 000310 255G	 0001	 000315 2616	 0001	 000322 265G
0001
	
000321 2116	 6000	 GOO DS 4SF	 0001	 001001 45OG	 0001	 000132 SOL	 0000	 000431 5044E
foot	 061200 SOIL	 6001	 001260 $266	 0001	 001310 $41G	 0001	 000113 SSL	 0001	 001422 566G
6001	 000423 IOL	 GOOD	 000233 402F	 0000	 000244 103E	 0050	 000252 104 ? 	0000	 000261 IOSF
6000	 00026? 006E	 0000	 000216 IOOF	 0040	 000304 IIOF	 0000	 000312 fIZF	 0000	 000225 01 ► F
0060
	 000335 116f	 0000	 000345 610F	 0000	 600346 6201	 0000	 000356 621F	 0000	 000313 122F
0000	 000401 623F	 0000	 000416 629E	 0001	 000110 65L	 0001	 000164 41L	 0004 1 001342 ACROP
0004 1001351 ANALYS	 0004 1 001343 AOTHER	 0003 1 000013 ASAV	 0003 1 000014 ASAVFL	 0004 1 001344 ATOTAL
0)04 1 000510 MCOMO	 0004 1 000511 GMFEAT	 0003 1 DODOS$ WILE	 0009 1 000561 6MFLG	 0003 1 000056 SMOEV
0004 1 OOL354 CAM	 0000 1 000040 CARD	 0004 1 000000 CAIFLG	 0004 1 000001 CATNAR	 0004 1 000512 COATE
0009 1 000016 CLSNAR 	 0.004 1 000460 CLSSUG	 0000 1 000140 COL	 0004 1 0010?S CON	 0004 1 001341 CROP
0004 1 001366 CA ► KEY	 0003 1 OOOOS3 OATAPE	 0003 1 000011 041FIL	 0004 1 001336 015KEY	 0004 1 001340 OE 50TH
0004 1 001331 OESUNI	 0003 T 000061 OAMNDS	 0003 1 000066 ORUMAO	 0004 1 000564 ERPIAS	 0003 1 000062 ERI ► TP
0003 1 000063 EA ► KEY	 000. 1 001115 FETVC2
	
0004 1 000515 FICL02	 0004 1 000600 FIELO3	 0004 1 001334 FILTER
GOOD 1 OOOOii fILVEC	 0005 1 000000 FIND	 0004 1 001111 FLOKEV	 0004 1 000S14 FLOSV2	 0004 1 000511 FLOSV3
0003 1 000000 HEAD	 0004 1 001001 HIGH	 0003 1 000051 HISFIL	 0003 1 000060 HISKEY	 0000 1 000141 1
0000 1 000161 160	 0000 1 000164 16	 0000 1 000162 100	 0000 1 000112 IE	 0000 1 000151 1K
0000
	
000412 INJP$	 0000	 000451 1N1 ► 1	 0000	 000466 INJF4	 0000 1 000165 I ► T	 0000 1 000145 1STAT
0000 1 0001113 J	 0004 1 00123? KATMO	 0004 t 001361 KEP ► TS	 0000 1 000111 LINEND	 0000 1 000110 LINSTR
0000 1 000142 M	 0004 1 001335 tMAPFMT	 0003 1 0000S2 MAPTAP 	 0003 1 000064 MAPUNT	 0000 1 000131 he CO
0000 T 000150 MCAT	 0000 1 000144 NF	 0000 1 000141 NFILE	 0004 1 001333 NOC A T	 0004 1 001236 NOCLSI
0004 1 001114 NOFET2,
	
0003 1 000065 NCFILE	 0004 1 001112 NOFLD2	 0204 1 OOIIT1 NOFLO3	 0004 1 000554 NOMAP
000 4 1 001233 NOSU62	 0004 1 000556 NOSUA3	 0000 1 000156 NOTHRS	 000.0 1 001234 NOTAF0	 0006 1 000060 NUMOEA
0000 1 000000 NJMVEC	 0000 1 000152 NY	 0003 1 000010 ► AGS11	 0004 1000551 PCFOKY	 0004 1 000602 PCT 103
0000 1 000160 ► CTSS	 0004 1 000566 ► LTKEY	 0000 1 000161 SAA040	 0000 1 000166 SAMSTA	 0003 1 000054 SWAP
0000 1 000143 SEAIAL	 0004 1 00134S SITE	 0003 1 000012 STAFIL	 0004 1 000563 STATKY	 0000 1 000155 STOPFG
0004 1 000364 SUICAT	 0004 1 000113 SUf%A11	 0004 1 000210 SU6NO	 0004 1 00061? SYMMTI	 0004 1 00060) THRES
0004 1 000562 THASKY , 	 0004 1 000365 104ASV4	 0000 1 00016) TIME	 0000 1 000151 TOPI	 0000 1 000154 TDP2
0004 1 001235 TOTV12	 0004 1 OOOSSS TOTYT3	 0007 1 000061 WORM	 0004 1 000561 TANAr y 	0004 1 000560 ISYAEV
0000 1 000146 V44S22
	
0000 1 000153 VOILA 	 0004 1 0005?6 VENT92	 000.0 1 000601 VEAT93	 0000 1 000136 VBCO
	
00101	 1•	 SUOROUTINE SETU ► 34ARRAY,TOP1
	
00103	 20	 INCLUDE COMAK6,LIST
00104 20 COMMONIGLOIALI04EAD1421,MAPTAP,DATAPE.SAVIAP,DMFILF,SAAEY.
	
00104	 20	 •	 HISFll.1115KEY,TRFOAI1.ERlITP,ER ► KEY,MAPUNT,NO:;.E,
	




00106	 3•	 INCLUDE CM6KIO.LIST
	
00106	 40	 C	 SET30030
	
Oo161	 4•	 COMMON toISPLI CAT FLG.CATNAM1611.CLSN A,.0t 611,SUIINAM(411,SU640t601,
	00101	 4•	 •	 SUICAT{601,CLSSUAf601,N0.06P,TOTVT3,NOSUA3,
	
00101	 No
	 •	 ► CfOKY.TSTKEY,TANKEV,TNRSKV,STAiRY,E4PTRS,IHRSVA,
	
DOW
	 4•	 •	 PLTKEY,/MFLG,AMC0n6,dnFEAT,CDATE121,
	
00101	 4•	 •	 FLOSV2#FICLD2,VFRT%2.FLDSV3,FIELD3,VERI%3,PCT103,
	
00101	 4•	 +	 THAES(601.S YAMtk (661,,113Ht601, LOW 60)
	00101	 4•	 •	 .FLOKEY,NOFLOZ,NOF403,NGFET2,fETVC2(30)
	
00101	 4•	 •	 ,NOSUI2,NDTRFD.T0TVT2,NOCL52
	
00101	 4•	 •	 .KATN01&01.NOCAT,FILT CA, mAPFmT
	
00101	 No	 •	 .OFSKEY.OESUNI,OESOTH.CROP ,ACAOP,AOTHFA.ATOTAL
	
00101	 4•	 •	 ,SITE(41,ANALY5431, C AA( 10),CAPKEY,KEPPTSt601 	 -NEW
	00110	 4•	 ENO	 64.1
	
00111	 S•	 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-14,0-2)	 SET30040
URIGINAL PAGE h
/ ^h
	OF POOR QUAW Y
t ♦• cl ..................	 ...	 ................-	 .....	 .151:00050
00111 TO Cl .......... ..................._......._..__--........... - ......_......ISE130060
O011l of CI ISET30220
00111 0o CI PURPOSE.. LOCATES FILE ON J MAPTAP'	 AND COORDINATES ISCY30130
00111 10• CI ROUTINES TO ANALVSIIE +OISPLAV r	CONTROL CARDS ISET30240
00111 Its Cl ISE1302S0
00111 12• CI ISCY30300
octal13• Cl ................................................ ......................ISET30310
00111 140 C SET30310
00111 IS- C SE130330
00112 160 DIMENSION NUAVEC4301,1FILVECt2)
00113 If* DIMENSION CARD162),ARRAVIII
00114 10• 0414	 VOCD/	 'V'	 It	 11000/	 O N'	 /,	 FILVEC/	 1	 .	 'F#
00114 11• C 11112 SET31000
00114 200 C ........................... .. ...................................... SET31010
00184 21• C SET31020
x4844 22• C SE1310to
Uv)44 23• C• REREAD AND SCAN 'OISPLAV-	 CONTROL CARD FOR FILE NUMBER
00114 240 C .......................... .......................................
00114 25• C SE131100
09120 260 0E40130,IICARO
00126 Its 1 FORAATI62411
00121 20• COL z 0 SET31110
00130 290 NFILE = 0
00131 30• 5 A =	 F111DICARO.COL.FILVECI
00132 31• IF 1	 A	 .LE.	 0	 .OR.	 COL-.FO.	 621 GO	 70	 15
00134 32• A s 0
00135 330 10 A - NOMOEAI	 CARD.	 COI. MUAVFC, A ►
00136 34• IF(	 A	 .10.	 0	 ,AND.	 COL	 .LT.	 621	 GO	 TO	 10
00140 3$• NFILF a NUMVEC(I)
00141 36• IS IF	 INFILF	 .LE.	 0) NFILE	 -	 1
00142 3I- SERIAL z NFILE
00143 30• C SET)I2d0
00143 34• C GET TAPE 41404 SE131240
00143 +0• C SET313OO
00144 41• 40 REWIND "APT &? SET3131O
00145 42• IF	 t	 MFILE	 .E2.	 1	 1	 GO	 TO 50 SET31320
00141 43• OF o MFILE -	 1 SE131330
OOISO 440 CALL FSBSFLIMAPTAP,NF,ISTAT)
00151 4S• IF	 IISTAT	 .EQ.	 01	 GO	 TO 50
00153 460 WAITEl61	 451	 MF.	 ISTAT
00151 41• 45 FORMAT( //// 5t, " ••••	 OSPLAV/SETUP3	 FRAOR	 CONDITION 04 ATTEM
00151 46• IPT	 TO	 POSITION	 MAPTAP	 OVEA 4 ,ld,3N,'FILES'/ /	 5X,
OOISI 4i• 2	 '—•-•	 FSBSFL	 STATUS	 CODE = 'r14,1r.'...	 &BOATING RUN	 ••••- r111W
00160 50• REWIND MAPTAP
00161 51- CALL	 E1IT
00161 S2• C SE131350
00161 53- C READ	 MAPTAP
00161 S4• C ---------------------------------------------------------------- --SET31370
00161 5S• C SET31360
00161 56• C SE731310
00162 51• SO CONTINUE SET31400
00167 50• CATFLG-1
00164 54• REAO(MAPTAPI	 C04TEII),COATF.12),RnFLG,RMCDMB,BMFEAT,NOCLS2,
00164 600 •	 NOFLOL.4OSUB2,NDFEt2,tOtVI2,NOCAT,VARSd2,
00164 61• •	 IFE.TVC2III.I:I,NOFET21
00206 62• NCAt-NOCAT
0020 ► 63• IFI401CAT.511.0100	 TD	 55
00211 64• CATFLG-O
00212 65• NCAT=NOCLSI
00212 66• C• SFt	 BASF	 AQORESSFS	 FOR	 TRAINING	 FIELD	 INF)RMATION






s 690 FLO W$
46216 log VE41110LOSV I 	NOFLOI w
00111 /I • FICL02sVENTIR	 •	 TO101201
60224 I2- TO/Is FIELOI • NOFLO2•S
00121 130 II0TOTV1101
00221 ► 9• Nf2010fL02.9
00223 IS* REAOtAifIAP It CATNAM(('1, (a3,NCAT 1,I CLSNAM( 11, III 	 4OCLSf 1,
40223 16- •	 4SUO0101110IA1,NOCLS2),(SU64AMI1IsIs1,NOSU42It
00223 If- •	 LARRAVlfLDSV2-1•II,is1,Ni1,
00223 10• •	 1AARAVCYERTMI-1•I ► rIs1,NY)	 ,
00223 It* •	 (SU6CATI110%1.XOSOB21,(CLSSU4(I),[%$ NOSUO21
00223 400 •,	 ,(AATN,Al11,1s1,N0CLS2 ► ,4KfPPfSll$,191,40502 1 •NEW
00223 41• C• ••-1
00213 026 C• 60 READ CONTROL CARDS AND TEST FIELOS
00123 03• C•
903TS 49`0 FLOSV3sTOP1
OG[ to 05• FICLO31	 FLOSV3 ,•	 100
on^Te 46• C• RESERVE ROOM FOR 200 TFIT FIELDS
002If 41• VEAT13=FIEL03	 •	 1006
00300 01• VOIM s	 TOP - VERT13
00301 i4• CALL REOIf3(ARRAY(iLOSV31,AAgAY1f1EL031,AAAAVtVERTt31,VOTM1
00302 900 YOFZ=VERTI3*TOTVT302
00303 410 IftNOFL03.LE.0)TOPZ%TO ► I
00303 420 C• WRITE OUT	 SAVED TRAINING FIELDS AND TEST f1EL03
00105 430 IF 1	 STOFFG	 .NE,	 0	 1 GOTO 200 SET31910
00305 440 C SET3100
00305 950 C PRINT out	 SUPERVISOR	 INFORMATION SET31540
00305 560 C .....	 ....................................................,..........SET3200i
00305 910 C SE732010
00301 its IF(IMASKY	 ,EO,	 1)	 r0	 TO	 60
00311 i9f IF(EMPtRS	 .ED.	 2)	 GO	 TO	 00
00311 100• IFITOASVA	 AD.	 31	 GO TO 40
00313 1010 C— •N(W
00313 1026 C- TEST FOR M WER *NEW
00315 1030 li/fNRSKY.E0,41	 GO	 TO	 80 •NEW
00115 1090 C- •NEW
00311 1050 MOTORS z 4
00320 1060 00 CONTINUE
00321 101• WRITE(6,011)
00323 100 WRITE(6,802) SE732056
00325 1040 002	 FORMAT(TS,'	 VDU	 HAVE	 SELECTED
	
THE FOLLOUING OPtIONS # 11 SET32060
00326 110• IF	 (MOTORS	 .ED.	 14) WAITE(L,003)
00331 111• IF	 (TOASKY	 ,CO.	 It WRITE(4,004)
00334 1124 IFIEMPTAS	 .EO.	 21 WAITE44,6051
00331 1130 If	 (TNRSVA	 ' EO.	 31 WAITE(4,OIi1
00337 1190 C- •NEW
0033T 115• C. TEST	 FOR	 FISHER *NEW
00342 1160 IF( TORSKY. Ea. 4) 14A110 6,6111 *NEW
00392 IITO C- ONEW
00345 118• IF	 !	 TANKEY	 ED,	 I	 1	 ORITf(6,$061 SEt32080
00350 1140 IF	 (	 TSIKEY	 .EO.	 1	 )	 WRITE(6,6081 SET32014
00353 120• IF	 t	 STATKY	 ,EO.	 I	 1	 WRITE(6,610) SET32100
00756 121• IF	 !	 PCFOKY	 E0.	 1	 1	 WPIM 4 ,8121 SET32110
00361 122• tF(NOMAP,ED.0)WRITE(6,8?0)
00364 123• If(/LTKf,V,NF .01uRITE(6,8211
00367 124• tF(FLLTER,EO.IfuRItEt6,i221
00312 1250 Ii(DE5KEY.F0.11JNiTEt6,i23i
00375 1260 IF( CAPKEY. EQ. I)URITE(61924)CROP
00401 1210 803	 FORMAT(T10,'APPLY	 ND	 TORF5HDLOlN5')
00402 1280 804	 POAMAT(T10, 1 0PPIY	 C41	 SQUAAF	 TORESODLOS')
0040) 124• 805	 FOAMAT(T10,'APPLY	 EMPIRICAL	 TVRE5 14	 05'1
00404 130• 806	 FORMAT(TIO,+OUTLINF.	 TOE	 TRAIN1 143	 FIELDS') SET3?140
00405 131• 800 FORMAT(T10,'DUTLINE THE TEST FIELD ') SET32150
-•ft
o I3:0	 ' 810 rOAMATITIO, + ►RIM? out	 1141 SIAIISIICS O)SM1 160
00401 133• THE GROUND 100100 PERF •ORMANCt SUMMARIES OY FIELD'
00401 1340 • i
04401 135• C. •NEW
00910 1160 61l lORMAT1T16 , i A►ILY MOEN F-015YRIOUTION TMRESHOLDS I I	 *NEW
00410 ► 3 ► • C. *NEW
00411 130• 010 FORMOTIIt$,	 + APPLY USSR	 INPUT IMRESMOLD VALUESO1
64411 1116 611 roRMATII/%Y?
40911 140• 020 FOAMAIIII0, 1 00 NOT DISPLAY A CLASSIFICATION MAP#)
00411 141• ill FORMAT(T10,'OISPL AV THE HISTOGRAMS OF THE OUAOAATIC FOAM FOR	 ALL S
00414 1420 •U11CLASSES')
40415 1420 822 SPATIAL FILTERING)
00416 1410 123 FORMA14T10, P fICLUDf PIIELS	 IN THE DESIGNATED AREAS FROM CLASSIFICATION
44916 1411• ►TION SuMnAR M 1 1
00411 1460 614 rORMAT(TIO, l PAINT THE	 INTENSIVE TEST $It( SUMMARY REPORT FOR	 l,LJ41
00~11 1410 C SET3200
0'.a1 146• C SET32200
149 • C SEU2250
00 ,120 ISO* CALL WATrLOIAARAY(FLOSV2I,ARRAYIYEAt121,NOFLOZ,I,CI:SNAM,SUONAM1
00421 1510 IF(NOFLO).LE.0)GO TO 65
00423 1520 IFITST4tY.E0.1)11(12
00425 153• li(DESACY,E0.1 ► lK^3
00421 154+ CALL YATFLOIAAAAYIFLOSV3I,AAAAYiYEAT131,NOFL03,iA,CLSNAM,SU6NAM)
00430 ISS• 64 CONTINUE




00435 1600 IFIPCIS1.Lf.I0P-10P21	 TO	 106
00435 1610 CO MOVE TEST FIELO	 INFO	 YD G6PS ARE	 IN ARRAY 11F SIOR45E	 IS NFEDrD1
6043? 1620 ^O	 TO	 I
00437 1430 C• MUST	 TRAININ3 FIELD	 INFO 8f K(PT	 IN COACT
00441 1640 LAD=FLOSV2-1
00442 165• li(TRNAEY,f0.111Apsl011- ►
04444 1660 , I60-FLO543-1
00445 1610 Nrs4•NOFLO)
00446 1660 TIME-.O
00441 1610 19 00	 101	 I:1,Nr
00451 ITO• 101 ARAAY(fAD•11-AAAAY(le0+11





.00462 1160 GO TO 11





00411 162• GO TO 51
004TZ 183- 10) CONTINUE
00413 1640 FLOSV3:TOPl
00414 105• IF(TRNKEV.E0.0 )FLDSY3-1
004/6 1060 FIEL03:rLD5V3	 •	 4•NOFLD3
004tf Ibt• VER113-FIELD)	 • 5•NOFLD3
00500 188• T002	 :	 VEAT13	 +	 2+T0TVT3
00501 184• LOS IF( ► CTS2.GT.TOP . Ti1P2),i0	 TO 500
00S03 190• 106 P,CT103-00P2
J0503 191• co SET	 UP	 FIfLO ARRAY FOR	 TRAINING FIFL0$
00504 1920 IF(TSTRFY,EO.O.OR. 	 TRN9EY.fO_.I1rAL1.	 F11FLD(AAR4YIFL05VZ),




11 4 Its• CO	 SIT FLOK[V
00504 1960 Co
10506 1910 IFiTSTt![V,[Q,1lCALL SETR[VtANRATtLOSV3I,NOFL03J
40510 190 IFITSToIV, oil. IICALL SE Mvi ARRAV4FLOSV2I,NOF4021
O4Si2 (990 too A[TURN S[T3t260
40511 too• C SE132210
40512 2010 C	 ERROR ROUTINES 6[T31240
00512 2020 C	 .......... . ....................................................... SCT32110
00512 203• C SET31300
00512 2040 C SET32340
GOS13 2050 104 wall( (4 0 50441 SET323100
costs 2040 0044 FORMATM I/I 59, 10•09 0 0	 OSPLAV/SETUP); ..	 CORE OVERFLO61	 .....
00515 2016 1-	 EMECUTION IEAMINATEO	 • 0 . 000 , 	1	 I041)
00 4 «6 2040 CALL [NIT SET31310
00516 2010 C0
00 1311, 2100 C•	 INTERNAL ROUTINE TO FIND RECTANGULAR COOROIMT[S FDA INAININ6 FIELDS
411 0 4 2110 C0
r_,.	 P 212• SURAOUIINE 11IIIFLOfFLOSAVIFIELO5 , VERTEII
00522 2136 01MENSION FLOSAVl4,NOrLD21,rIELOS15,N0FLD21,VEaTEKi2,rOtV1T1
00623 214• 1801
00524 2150 I ► T:1
00525 2140 00 20	 IaI,MDFLD2
00530 2110 SAASTR A	 100000
00531 2140 SAAEND m 0
00532 2190 LINSTR € 100000
00533 2200 LIMENO z 0




00540 ?250 00	 10	 JaI4,IE
OOS43 2260 S015TR s	 MINlSAMSTR,VERTFMt1,Jl1
00541 2210 SAAEND=	 AAIISAMFND.VFRTFM ,J1!
00545 2240 LINSTA	 z	 AINtL1NSTR,VERfF[12.1l1






OOsss 2350 20 CONTINUE
00551 2360 RETURN
oossr 2310 C•
0055T 2340 Co	 INTERNAL	 ROUTINE TO SET FL09FV-1	 IF FIELDS	 ARE ASSOCIATED
00511 2390 C•	 YITN SU4CLASSESIO1NENJISE a	 0
COW 2400 Co
00540 2410 SUOROUTINE SETKEVIFLOSAV,NOFLOI
00563 2420 DIMENSION FLDSAVI4,NOFLDI
00564 2430 FLOKEV:I
005 65 2440 00	 10	 1^.I,NDFLO
00510 2450 IFIFL0SAVt3,I).E0,013O	 TO 20
00512 246• 10	 CONTINUE
00574 2410 RETURN
00575 2460 20 FLOKEVaO
00516 249• RETURN
0;517 2500 END SET32300
END Or COMPILAtION1	 NO	 DIAGNOSTICS.
SETUP3 SVM40LIC	 16	 AUG	 16	 14:16:29 0	 02 4 06116	 I4	 234	 forturc
SETUP) CODE	 OFLOCATARLF
	 16	 AUG	 14	 14118124 1	 02413540
	
36	 1	 IDFLEtEC







The tape, MAPTAP, is output by the processor CLASSIFY. It contains
the statistics actually, used in classification, the training field,
category, class, and subclass information, and the classified data.
Each file consisting of the following types or records:
4	 run header records
Repeated for eachl _ field header record
classified field fN data records
U- end-of-field record
1 - end-of-run record
end-of-file mark
All records are written with a nonfor..matted FORTRAN write state-
ment.
RUN Header Record 1










Date classification was performed
Flag indicating B-MATRIX was used
in classification






BMFEAT No. of channels used in computing
the B-MATRIX
NOCLS2 No. of classes
NOFLD2 No. of training fields
NOSUB2 No. of subclasses
NOFET2 No. of channels used in classificatio
T0TVT2 No. of vertices in training fields
NOCAT No. of categories
VARSZ2 Size of covariance for each subclass
FIiTVC2(NOFET2) Actual channels used in classificatio












Category names (if available)
NOCATI = no. of categories if
CATEGORY classifier was applied









SUBNO(NOCLS2)	 No. of subclasses in each class
SUBDES(NOSUB2)	 Subclass names
FLDMTX(4,NOFLD2)	 Training field information
1 - field name
2 - Class number field belongs to
3 - Subclass number :Field belongs to
4 - No. of vertices in this field
VIRTFX(2,TOTVT2)	 Vertices for all the fields
Vertices are orJered (sample,line)l,
(sample,line)2,...(sample,line)TOTVT2
SUBCAT(NOSUB2) Contains the category number to
which each corresponding subclass
belongs
CLSVC2(NOSUB2) Contains the class number to wH ch
each corresponding subclass belongs
KATNO(NOCLS2) Contains the category number to
which each class belongs
KEPPTS(NOSUB2) Contains the total number of training
field pixels in each subclass
RUN Ileader Record 3
WRITE (MAPTAP ((COVMTX (I, J) , I=1 , VARSZ 2) J=1,NOSLJB2)






Original or B-tranformed covar Lance
matrix for each subclass





1. *****DSPLAY/SETUP3 ... ERROR CONDITION ON ATTEMP TO
POSITION MAPTAP OVER	 FILES.
*****FSBSFL STATUS CODE _	 ... ABORTING RUN ***
The system routine FSBSFL for positioning files has
encountered difficulties in positioning the MAPTAP to
correct file. Error occured in SETUP3 routine for
DISPLAY.
User should make sure Ile has indicated.the correct
file number for the MAPTAP, and that the MAPTAP does
in fact have the correct number of files.
Z. ***DSPLAY/SETUP3 --- CORE OVERFLOW -- EXECUTION TER-
MINATED***
Subroutine SETUP3 computes the storage needed for the
specific problem, if more is needed than available this
diagnostic is printed.
3. AA0650 INVALID SUPERVISOR CONTROL CARD.
The invalid card is printed along with this message.
Check the spelling of the KEYWORD.
4. WRITE ON UNIT N TERMINATED ABNORMALLY DAS TAPE NOT
CREATED. ISTAT =
Attempt to write on DAS output tape failed. This usually
indicates a bad tape. ISTAT is the status code returned




5. END OF TAPE ENCOUNTER1i1) ON DAS UNIT LAST DINE = N.
" The end -of-tape marker was encountered on the DAS out-
put tape. The last line written was N. Execution of
DISPLAY continues without further attempts to write on
DAS tape.
b. *****FISHER THRESHOLD REQUESTED-NOT PERFORMED
...NO. SAMPLES FOR SUBCLASS "NAME" ( =N) IS LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO NUMBER OF CHANNELS (=M)
The program compares the number of samples (pixels)
for each training subclass to the number of channels.
If the number of samples is less than or equal the
number of channelj, the threshold request is bypassed
for the subclass.
7. FDIST-OVERFLOW CONDITION IN FISHIN ROUTINE FOR
SUBCLASS=XXXX. THRESHOLD SI;T TO 999.999
The FISHIN routine has returned an overflow condition.
The threshold value is set to 999.999 by the program,
for the subclass.
D"
6-5
.4
